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CHAIRMAN BYRON SBER:

••• and I'm not sure what we can do

about that, but maybe some of you will grow weary as the hearing
goes on and give up your seats and we'll be able to seat the
folks in the back.
I want to welcome the invited witnesses and the other
members of the audience to this morning's interim hearing of the

•

Natural Resources Committee.

I had hoped to be able to welcome

other members of the committee, but many of them have other
conflicting engagements.

Other committees are meeting.

In any event, I want you to know that we are
transcribing the proceedings this morning.

We are recording them,

and we will transcribe them, and there will be a printed record of
the hearing which will be made available to all members of the
committee.
Assemblyman Trice Harvey, who is the lead Republican on
the committee, regrets that he can't be here.

He wrote a letter,

said he is very interested in this subject and is aware of some of
the concerns that have been expressed about the operation of the

•

California law and the enforcement of the law, and he expresses
the sentiment that he hopes that all interested parties can work
together to cure whatever problems there might be.
The subject of the hearing, as you know, is the Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act, commonly known as SMARA, as it relates
to the regulation of mining operations in California.
California is the largest producer of non-fuel minerals
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in the United States, and mineral production is big business in
California.

Last year the state's mineral production exceeded

$2.8 billion, which was up 25% compared to 1986.

Except for the

State of Nevada, we also lead the nation in the production of
gold, which happens to be one of the fastest-growing segments of
the mining industry in California.

This is due largely to, I'm

sure, the rise in world gold prices and the technological advances
which make it profitable now for companies to mine ore containing
as little as 2/lOO's of an ounce of gold per ton of rock.
Now, last year over 729,000 ounces of gold were produced
in California, worth an estimated $320 million.
increase in production in the past five years.

This is a tenfold
Much of the

increase is attributable to facilities coming on-line, such as
Homestakes and McLaughlin Mine in Lake County, which is the
state's largest.

Although not as big, other large open-pit gold

mines have begun operating in California's motherlode region, and
more are on the drawing board.

One example of one that is

somewhat controversial is the proposed strip mine next to the
historic ghost town of Bode in Mono County.
Now, turning to the primary purpose of this hearing, we
are here to examine how well California's Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act is working and to identify any problem areas that
need improvement.

One point of particular concern is the

widespread lack of compliance with the reclamation requirements of
SMARA.

Another is the apparent lack of any enforcement actions by
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either the state or local agencies against mine operators who are
in violation of the law.

These problems are discussed in a

briefing paper prepared by our committee staff.
Many of the problems were brought to the committee's
attention by the Department of Conservation, from whom you will
hear in a moment.

•

I hope that the witnesses will enlighten me

and, through our transcript, the rest of the members of the
committee on such things as the location of new surface-mining
operations and the adequacy of California's laws to deal with
potential environmental and safety hazards posed by these
facilities.

In this regard, we hope to learn how our regulatory

scheme measures up compared with other western states and how we
might improve California law in this area.
So, at this point, I would like to invite our first
witnesses to come forward, Mr. Randy Ward, Director of the
Department of Conservation, and Mr. Jim Anderson, Chairman of the
State Mining and Geology Board.
So that we can proceed through our agenda without the
need for a lunch break, I would hope that our witnesses would
limit their formal testimony to about 15 minutes if possible.
That would leave time for some interaction between the committee,
i.e., me, and the witnesses.
So, Mr. Ward, please begin.
MR. RANDY M. WARD:

There was substantial comment, at

least initially, in your briefing relative to the increase in
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mining activity in California, particularly gold.

I think that,

to initiate my comments, it's important that I point out that
California's structure, at least as contained in the Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act, is primarily one of local control, and
so -CHAIRMAN SHER:

Randy, I'm going to interrupt you for a

minute because it is painful to me to see these people standing.
Why not

Would the other people who are listed as

witnesses, why don't we have them come forward and take seats on
this side and open up some seats for those who are standing.
Maybe we can accommodate everyone that way.
Frizzelle, who is on the committee.

Save a seat for Mr.

We will ask him to sit over

here.
I've just invited, because we don't have enough seats,
some of the witnesses to sit with us up here, if that's agreeable.
If other members of the committee arrive, we may have to ask you
to give way, but I'm trying to find a place for everyone to sit.
Okay.

Well, I'm sorry Randy.

Pardon me for

interrupting.
MR. WARD:

Anyway, I was just prefacing my remarks with

a comment with regard to the proliferation of what you indicated
to be large gold mining operations in the state, and I wanted to
point out that there is relatively little relevance in terms of
the state's regulatory structure, at least as it pertains to the
Department of Conservation.

It certainly doesn't exclude the
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kinds of traditional mechanisms we have for dealing with
environmental issues, the State Water Quality Control Board,
Department of Health Services, as well as the vast processes
associated with a variety of resource issues covered under CEQA
and NEPA as well.

So I think you probably have some detailed

comments by others that will be testifying after me on those

•

issues to the extent that you're interested, but I did want to
clarify that we have very little responsibility there.
We have worked very closely, by virtue of some of our
technical expertise, with the State Water Resources Control Board
in the context of revisions to their regulations and those kinds
of things as it pertains to some of the questions you're raising,
but in terms of regulatory responsibility, we have none.
Also, I think it is important to point out that we have,
really, two major responsibilities under SMARA.

The first is the

reclamation component in SMARA, which is providing technical
expertise to local agencies.

In many cases, local agencies do not

have the benefit of the specific engineering expertise, hydrologic
expertise, re-vegetation, and those kinds of things that you would
I

think about in the context of reclaiming land once mining
development is complete.

So what we do is provide that expertise.

It is not mandatory for a local agency to utilize that expertise,
but it is available.

In that context, we have provided numerous

amounts of reference material to local agencies, have conducted a
serious number of workshops with local agencies, planning
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officials, etc., on the reclamation process primarily in the
interest of explaining what is good reclamation.
I think that the focal point that's important for the
committee to note here is that the legislature is extremely
concerned about local control, not just in this area but a variety
of areas, and in the context of reclamation, it's very difficult,
and I think the Legislature realized that at the time it passed
the act for the state to be involved technically on sites specific
to reclamation activities because it relates to, really, local
land use and local planning activities:

what does that local

agency want that land to be used for once that mining development
is completed?

In many cases, we find sand and gravel operations

are in urban areas, and they may want to see that land in a
condition that it can be subdivided, and so that simply is your
reclamation plan.

So oftentimes I think that reclamation is

thought of as restoring the land, piece of land, or parcel to its
native status, and that's not necessarily the case.

What it is,

is that it is designed to restore to parcel to the kind of thing
that local agencies would like to see occur in that specific area.
We have sponsored legislation. As I indicated, the
committee has been very pro-active, and, Mr. Chairman, you carried
Assembly Bill 747 a couple of years ago.

This was based on our

review of some of the implementation problems with the Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act.

One of the criticisms has been, why

are we so late in coming forward with problems associated with
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~his

act, given the fact that it's in excess of 13 years old now.

I would point out that many of these mine developments are 15 and
20-year projects, and our regulatory activities, or at least as I
would try to define them, are related toward those activities that
have taken place subsequent to the passage of the act in 1975.
So we're just starting to see, really, the fruits of whatever

•

process -- the process that the legislature envisioned initially
with the passage of SMARA.
In that context, we requested in SMARA -- or in AB
747 -- that vested operators who had additional
developments, those that resulted subsequent to the passage of the
act, had a reasonable period of time, and this is the language in
the original act, to produce a viable reclamation plan.
In meeting with the industry and environmental interests
a couple or three years ago, there was strong concern on the part
of the industry as well as the environmental community that many
of these vested operators had not proceeded in a reasonable period
of time to pursue approved reclamation plans through the local
agencies.

I

So AB 747 basically gave a window to that community

that wasn't in compliance.

As of January 1, 1988 to March 31,

1988, the operators were required to file a plan with a local
agency, and the local agency has until July of next year to take
action on those plans.

At that point, then, the local agency has

the authority to close those mining operations if, in fact, they
have not complied with SMARA.
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I think before we go any further, in the interest of
giving the committee some idea of what reclamation looks like, we
have some slides, and the Chief of Environmental Affairs will be
able to describe some of these slides and give the committee an
idea of what some of the information, in terms of our survey of
the reclamation processes as they exist statewide, look like and
some examples of poor processes as well as some examples of very
good processes.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Before we do that, just taking off from

your last point, the period through March 31, 1988 is now
passed.

Can you tell us, do you know, how many mine operators

have not -- with the vested rights, have not yet filed their plans
with the local agency?
MR. WARD:

Are there any?

Yes.

The local agencies have allowed some of

the plans to be submitted late, and again there was a lack of
enforcement powers in AB 747, and I think as you recall, the
industry indicated they were going to be very pro-active in
ensuring that their community complied with the act.

I think the

important thing to point out is that, at least from the local
agency's perspective, filing late is better than not filing at
all.

So there were a number of late submittals.
I think the important part of that process remains until

July 1 when, in fact, the local agencies will have completed their
reviews of those plans and gone through whatever local activities
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CHAIRMAN SHER:
submitted.

Yes, but review them if they aren't

This is 1989.
MR. WARD:

Mr. Chairman, if they're not submitted, we

have --We've already been working with the Attorney General's
Office to take some action which would largely be
precedent-setting action, and I think that as we go through some
of the statistics with the problems with SMARA, you'll get an
indication that we have a fairly serious structural problem here
that, if we were dealing with some isolated instances of
non-compliance, would be much easier for the Attorney General and
local district attorneys to take action, but because it appears to
be relatively prolific, I think that it's real important that, at
least in the context of this hearing, that we look at the
structural types of problems.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Can you give us any figures on how many

in November 1989 have missed the March 31, 1988 deadline, either
with or without -- local agencies?
MR. WARD:

We have approximately 1,000, or a little

better than 1,000, active mines in the state to the best of our
knowledge, and of that 1,000, there are 256 that we have
identified currently on private land that apparently lack
reclamation plans.

There are another 162 that are pending before

local agencies.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

You mean the plans have been filed but

not approved.
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MR. WARD:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

And the rest of the plans have been

filed and approved?
MR. WARD:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

That's correct.
Mr. Frizzelle.

ASSEMBLYMAN NOLAN FRIZZELLE:
MR. WARD:
second.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Let me qualify that.

Excuse me just a

I don't think that we should look at this 256

exclusively.

There are a number of other areas where we have

plans that have been filed that we're having a hard time
documenting, and so I will get into those statistics in a few
minutes.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I'd like to ask if all local

agencies, to your knowledge, have -- Do they treat applicants -or are all plans the same?

There are different sized operations.

They may be mining for different kinds of things, and there may be
some that were in the works at one point in time that needed a
reclamation plan subsequent to their original operation that may
be treated more -- in a more lax manner than otherwise.

Is there

Are there varieties also in the way different counties
treat their obligations?

Some may be more rigid than others.

Some will feel it more critical than others.

Can you address that

kind of variation?
MR. WARD:

Absolutely, Assemblyman Frizzelle.

that it runs the gamut from very stringent to very lax.
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I think
Again,

what we're talking about here is local land-use conditions and the
priorities for those land uses by local agencies.

So there is

going to be varied applications, and as I enunciated -ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
potentially, in it?

Are there conflicts,

For instance, one county or another may have

local conditions where they have projected potential ongoing uses
for land that had been mined for purposes other than development,
maybe for purposes like dumping solid waste or some other kind of
use that might run afoul of the projected county use of the land
or planned application of the land.

Is there hedging, in other

words, potentially involved in some kind of local applications or
the variations in applications of the law as it now stands?
MR. WARD:

Well let's -- First, on your example of,

let's say, an open-pit mine that was designed, or has designs, to
be used as a solid waste collection facility, a landfill
operation.

I half suspected I wasn't going to be able to come in

front of this committee and not talk about solid waste in some
way, and I was correct.

Those kinds of things can be the element

of a reclamation plan if, in fact, an open pit and a local agency
would like to see that open pit be used as a solid waste
collection facility, then that can be a reclamation plan.
I'm not sure I understand specifically your question
with regard to hedging.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Well, more than anything else,

it may be that we might consider, or you might consider, a plan to
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have certain kinds of qualities to it in order to be credible, but
the county may have a different view on what credible uses they
want to hold it to, and so I'm more thrusting at the direction of
the variations in applications of the law and what we're seeking
in approval of plan.
MR. WARD:

Because the local agencies have a lot of

flexibility to meet local land-use conditions, their own
priorities, there is not a specific list that must be included in
a reclamation plan.

What we have done is given them guidelines

and a lot of information that has relevance, depending on what
they want to reclaim that land for.
If a local agency -- Let's say a local agency asks us to
review a plan, and we review the plan and we make comments and we
make our comments recognizing what that local agency may want to
use that land for.

So we try to look in, ask, provide some

insight into the kinds of things they should be concerned about on
a reclamation plan.

A local agency does not have to adhere to our

comments, nor should they.

We are not in a position to go out and

tell that local agency what they should be doing.

However, we

think that it's important that they take into account that we have
commented on that plan and, in most cases, they're asking us to
comment on it so that they do appreciate the opportunity to have
the kinds of expertise commented on it that I talked about.
It occurs to me that this particular point that you have
your finger on right now is a potential for some debate here
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regarding what is appropriate modifications of land use or land
use authority when we're dealing with not only cleanup but
protection of the environment in general, but all your remarks up
to this point, before you raised the question, really address a
threshold question, and that is, Have the plans been filed as
required by the law?

•

But even before you start, the local agency

starts looking at them as to whether they are adequate.

So you've

got to deal with the lack of compliance, and then this could
become a point of debate.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
MR. WARD:

(Inaudible)

Well, but I mean, it shouldn't be a reason

for not filing the plan. _The plan might be filed, and the local
agency could approve it in terms of what they see as the
appropriate subsequent use, but you've got to get the plans filed
first, and it's not, in my view, it's not an excuse for not going
forward and filing the plans, at least that there might be some
debate locally, and even with a state agency, about what's an
appropriate subsequent use.

You've got to get these plans filed

first, and we can get out on the table what the reclamation plan
is.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Then, it's clear?

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
MR. WARD:

It is clear.

It is clear, and let me indicate, though, and

I think this will be born out when I -- after we show some of the
slides by some of the statistics based on our survey that there is
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a real inconsistency in the application by local agencies of the
reclamation processes and the other processes associated with
SMARA, and what that does is, it inhibits our ability to have a
good database to be able to bring to the legislature, who has
established policy in this area, the kinds of statistics that are
necessary for you to make policy decisions on the issue.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. WARD:

Are you ready for your slides?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN SHER: OK
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

The Department is engaged in a

review of all mining sites in the state that have closed since
1976 which, under SMARA, should have been reclaimed.

Information

on the closing date of the mines and their status came from lead
agency files.
We have a few examples of the sites that we visited.
Obviously, good reclamation can occur in the state.

This is an

aggregate operation reclaimed to productive agricultural use.

The

topsoil has been re-spread and the slope stabilized.
In urban areas, uses such as this condominium
development, which was reclaimed prior to SMARA, are possible.
Even open space uses, such as this former aggregate
operation, can provide valuable community and wildlife benefits.
This site has had considerable re-grading, effective re-vegetation
and care in pond design to benefit wildlife.
Sites without a reclamation plan, even those operating
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under a use permit, as this one was, have little incentive to
reclaim.

This gravel bar was over-extracted and left bare of

vegetation.

Adjacent areas show the natural vegetation at the

site.
Reclamation is not always a success if attempted at all.
This former gold mine was left as barren rock in many places in
spite of a reclamation plan that called for re-contouring,
re-soiling, and re-vegetation.
Old equipment is abandoned in a number of cases even
when the reclamation plan, as this one did, calls for its removal.
When an effective reclamation plan is written and
adhered to, results such as this vineyard on a former sand pit are
possible.
When there is no reclamation plan, as on this sand pit,
the results can be significant degradation.
Where reclamation does not occur, it can become an
invitation to illegal dumping.
Crest rock quarries offer unique reclamation problems
which are being addressed at this site.
I

Slope re-contouring has

occurred, topsoil has been spread, and re-vegetation is under way.
When an operator has a reclamation plan and walks away,
significant environmental damage can occur.

This operation was

even bonded, but the bond was insufficient to pay for clean-up of
the site.

Erosion, old equipment, visual blight, and

sedimentation are all associated with this site.
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This is a former

sand pit with no reclamation.

Although the reclamation plan

called for re-vegetation with native species, the site is not
re-vegetated, with only stark thistle and other noxious weeds
growing.
This former tar pit on federal land had no reclamation
plan, and it's obviously not reclaimed.

A perennial stream flows

through the pit and is subject to ongoing substantial
sedimentation due to the disturbed un-revegetated state that this
operation was left in.
MR. WARD:

I think some of these are rather glaring

examples on both sides.

I think there is certainly some stellar

examples of reclamation, and I would say, clearly, the vast
majority of the mining community is as concerned about reclamation
and has evidenced that to me and also in cooperation for trying to
pursue thoughtful solutions to some of the problems that we've had
in the past.

However, there are certainly some major exceptions

to that, and one of the reasons that I think it's important that
you're conducting this hearing is to give you an opportunity to at
least hear some of those statistics.
As I indicated, we have in excess of 1,000 active mines
operating in the state.

We do not have accurate statistics for

those mines operating on federal lands, which is certainly a
problem.

Despite AB 747, as I indicated, 256 mining operations on

private land apparently lack reclamation plans.
plans are currently pending before lead agencies.
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162 reclamation
I would say

~hat

those were prompted by the committee's visionary approach to

AB 747.

In many cases reclamation, whether it is an economic

incentive, is going to occur in an urban area, and the land
use --Obviously, it's valuable land, whether that land is going
to be used for recreational purposes, whether it's going to be
used for residential or commercial purposes, it has a land value

•

and there is an economic incentive for reclamation to occur, and I
would say that certainly that's where the strongest motivation and
the best reclamation, in many instances, has occurred.
Of the mining operations identified by lead agencies as
having closed since 1976, and again, our review is for those
mining operations, and the slides you saw today are mining
operations that were subject to this act.

So, in other words,

they had a reclamation plan that was inaugurated prior to 1976, so
they should have been in compliance with the act.

Only 11 percent

of the sites we visited, and we visited roughly 70 sites, had been
fully reclaimed.

Only another 19 percent were partially reclaimed

and, amazingly enough, a third of the sites lacked sufficient

•

information even for the location of the operation, and, again,
our site visits were conducted by going to the local agency and,
in many cases, taking a representative from that local agency and
going out and trying to take a look at the site.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. WARD:

These were closed?

These were either abandoned or reclaimed.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

They're not counted in the 1,000 --
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These are ones that have been closed since 1976 and should have
been reclaimed?
MR. WARD:
to 1976.

They were inaugurated and closed subsequent

Yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
MR. WARD:

(Inaudible).

Well, again, their answers varied.

cases it's not real high priority.

In some

You know better than anyone

the problems with local agency budgets at this point.

So there's

a variety of factors, I think, that would contribute to the lack
of compliance with SMARA at the local agency level.
But I think it's important to point out that, until
recently, and the example is some of this information and the
passage of AB 747, we haven't had an ability to really understand
how it was being administered at the local level, given some of
the things that I talked about in the past.

So we are now in the

process, and have been in the process, and the State Mining and
Geology Board as well has been very pro-active in this area, of
notifying those local agencies relative to the requirements
associated with AB 747.
And our biggest concern, Assemblyman Frizzelle, is
getting a database so that we can bring that kind of information
to you, and at this point, what we have is a cursory survey that
certainly leads us to believe that there are some significant
problems there.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

There are no sanctions in the current
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law directed to the local agencies, I assume, if they don't carry
out their end of it.

Are there sanctions that can be imposed on

the people who operated those lines that are closed if they
haven't reclaimed it?
MR. WARD:

The local agencies have, I don't think, much

difference than the lack of performance of a building contractor

•

or anyone else who is operating via some kind of permit to develop
in an agency, so they have the opportunities to use the office of
the local district attorney, which of course is subject to
priorities and work loads and budgets and all the kinds of things
that we're talking about as well.
CHAIRMAN SBER:

But if it's a low priority for the

county, are there any sanctions available to the state to proceed
directly against the people who operated those mines?
MR. WARD:

Other than potentially some pressure, as I

indicated, through the Attorney General, which we're attempting to
do and try to establish some precedent-setting cases here to get
the attention of some of the local district attorneys so that it

•

will be viewed as a higher priority, that's about it.

There are

currently no administrative sanctions available.
CHAIRMAN SBER:

The Attorney General could proceed

against the operator of that closed facility to require it to
reclaim, and who would then -- Without the cooperation of the
local government, if there is no reclamation plan, what would be
the enforcement that the Attorney General could ask for?
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MR. WARD:

Again, I think the Attorney General has the

authority -- If in fact, an operator has committed via local
permit process to have a result that equated to that reclamation
plan, then the Attorney General has the authority to take action.
I don't know specifically what kinds of things they'd be looking
for.

In some cases, you may have an operator that is no longer in

existence.

It may be very difficult to do.

I think that the

important thing, that once again I want to point out here, is
there are structural problems, given the tri-party relationship
between local agencies, the State of California, and the
operators.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

That's what I'm getting at here and what

I would be interested in your views on, whether you think the law
should be changed to give the state law enforcement officials the
ability to go in and force the reclamation where it has not
occurred.
MR. WARD:

I think that I'm not in a position to give

you any specific recommendations on what kinds of changes should
be made for specific kinds of enforcement activities.

What I will

indicate, and I do have some other statistics that I want to go
through here that I think are important as well, is that -- I've
initiated some efforts already with the industry and with some of
the environmental community, as well as the League and CSAC, to
begin some serious discussions about the structural problems that
exist, and I think -- Local agencies currently have an authority,
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ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Mr. Ward, could you give kind of

a panoramic view of the kinds of counties that are potentially
less in compliance than others?

Are they more rural communities

that do not have as large a staff capacity or where the mining
operations are more consistently utilized, like hillside or
mountainous communities?

Is there any characteristic, is there

any thread of uniformity, so that we could address, without the
whole universe of counties across the state, those particular
entities that are most apt to be lax in enforcing or in
compliance?
MR. WARD:

I want to qualify this.

Generally, I would

say that it is probably in more rural areas, but that is a very
general answer to your question.

There are inconsistencies in

almost every county in the state.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Is there a terrain factor in it?

Is some kind of mining operation, or in some areas where it
occurs, less subject to what you'd consider credible reclamation
than others?
MR. WARD:
is not important.

Again, what I consider credible reclamation
It's what the local agency considers to be

credible, given the kinds of things they want to do.

The

important thing here is that they have a plan.

I'm not trying to

pass judgments on their land use policy at all.

I'm just simply

indicating that the statute prescribes that they shall have a plan
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there,

and one of
other

f

I was goi

concerns
is

about is the

as it re

to SMARA.

I

talked about reclamation, and that's been the primary focus so
far.

The other side

our responsibili

process, which is

the

is the classification

sion of Mines and Geology, and

the designation process, which takes the results of mineral land
classification and through public hearings and an environmental
process adopts a mineral designation for a specific area and then
submits that information to the county so they can use it in the
context of their planning decisions.

It says, "Okay, we've

identified these kinds of sand and gravel deposits, these kinds of
other ore deposits in your county. You should be aware of this in
the context of your planning decisions,' 1
and gravel, I mean, there are ve

and in the case of sand

obvious kinds of economic

issues associated with development of any kind using sand and
gravel, and it's extremely important that those kinds of things be
recognized if we're going to allow development

occur at an

affordable cost, be it commercial or residential, where it's not
going to have to be transported from
of Canada, which is starti
gravel.

or the eastern coast

occur with rega

sand and

So those kinds of things are major issues, and that's

intent of classification process.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Well, Mr. Chairman, one of the

reasons I'm --Well, just following this line,

course, is to

try to narrow the application of how we, as a committee and as a
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compliance, is that again back to

reclamation?
MR. WARD:

Yes.

We're back on the reclamation

component.
I'm t
ions,

ing to separate these two

the concern in my bill, AB 747, is

with the fil
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Now you've

carrying out of the plans.
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say there are
separate the
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MR. WARD:

so,

sification process, the
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You

current cycle we're on, it's is going to take us in excess of 20
years to complete the rest of the mineral land classification for
the state, which is certainly not in keeping with the kinds of
rapid developments that we notice are occurring throughout the
state and in many of the urban areas.

So we're under a good deal

of pressure, and, frankly, we do not have the resources to meet
many of the obligations that we agree with the counties and the
industry exist out there.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

So, if I understand, that translates to

more money for resources in the department in order to carry out
this part of your mandate; is that right?
MR. WARD:
can look at it.

Well, there is a number of different ways we

We are funded currently from federal royalty

revenue from oil, so we get a little piece of that pie, and it's
capped at about $2 million.

I think our current schedule for this

budget year is probably sufficient.
cap.

However, we have reached that

We are spending the limit of that authority, and I certainly

recognize the constraints the Legislature faces with regard to the
budget, so I'm certainly not requesting additional funding.

I'm

just indicating that we are not meeting the obligation for the
counties and for the industry that they would like to see us
meet.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

How much, if anything, does industry,

these current operations, pay in to fund the activities of your
department?
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the reclamation plan when it's filed, or

is that possible?
MR. WARD:

It's possible.

It's also possible to collect

fees for annual inspections, which is done as well.

Again, it's

not consistent.
CHAIRMAN

SHER:

But none of those revenues come directly

from the operators to underwrite what you're doing; is that right?
MR. WARD:

No.

I thi

the intent of SMARA is that,

given what I outlined in terms of the state's interest in seeing
the existence of minerals provided to local agencies, that it was

•

determined to be of statewide significance, and, in fact, that's
the term we use, "minera

s
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," and so it

for that because they benefit

was deemed that the state
not only the industry but
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vast majority of
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there.
CHAIRMAN
presentation?

1, now where are we in your
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Have we --

MR. WARD:

I'm t

interject

get a question that's even half
my presentation here.
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I

, I'll t

can.

If

I

to shorten

I'm going to close and simply be available to answer any
other specific questions that you might have, but I think it's
important for me to close in saying that I don't think this is an
issue of necessarily finger-pointing.

There are certainly things

that we, maybe, could have done better at the state level.

I

think it should focus on the structural relationship, as I
indicated, with local governments, with the State of California,
and with the mining industry and the environmental community to
work toward making some structural changes to SMARA, many of which
would respond to some of the questions that you've raised,
Assemblyman Sher.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Before I turn to Mr. Anderson, just to

make sure I understand it, your testimony, the department does not
have any power to take direct action against mine operations which
have not yet complied with the law; am I right about that?
MR. WARD:

We do not have administrative power to do

that.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

You can go to the Attorney General and

try to get the Attorney General interested, and you think the
Attorney General does have the power, both with respect to the
closed mines where there has been no reclamation or with respect
to operating mines where they haven't met the deadline of filing
the reclamation plan?
MR. WARD:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

So there is authority, you think, in the
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So then

it's necessary for the state law enforcement people to step in;
isn't it?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I wonder what kind of standard

we can hold local governments to comply with the law itself.
They're obligated as well by the law.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

They certainly, once the reclamation

plans are filed, ought to act on them, but, of course, until the
plan is filed, they've got nothing to act on.

They also have this

obligation to adopt the ordinance, and you're going to tell us
about that because you are supposed to approve the ordinances.
But I'm just trying to get clear in my mind where you are,
vis-a-vis the problems of enforcement of the existing law in terms
of filing of these plans and the local government acting on them
and then actually seeing the reclamation.
Well, why don't we go to you, Mr. Anderson, and invite
you to give us your testimony.
MR. JAMES ANDERSON:

Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Since a lot of the ground has been covered, I'll try to focus on
areas that may add further to the deliberations.
I've been on the Mining and Geology Board since 1978,
when the first reclamation model plan was approved for
implementing and then submitting to all the lead agencies as a
guide to follow in handling reclamations throughout California.
I'd like to say that California has a wide diversity of
geological environments, and the flexibility to leave reclamation,
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substantial structural problem involved with SMARA.
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The board,
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is
nes

~here

are, where they're located, and many of the records are

incomplete.

We don't even know how many mines there are or where

they are located, whether they've had a reclamation plan or not.
Another area of interest is what I call the SMARA's
applicability to federal lands, and that's one area we have not
talked about yet, and I'd sort of focus on that, if I may.

In

1977, the Attorney General of California advised our board that,
barring any conflicts with federal law, that our board can
regulate mining activities on federal lands, both in the way of
reclamation, particularly, but also get involved in the permitting
process, and as a part of that information and an opinion from the
AG's office, we entered into a memorandum of understanding with
the

u.s.

Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management in 1979

for the purposes of coordinating reclamation on federal lands.
These agencies agreed to set this functional equivalence,
operating in reclamation plans, as long as they met or exceeded
each other's minimum requirements.
There was a very important decision several years ago
under Granite Rock v.

u.s.

Forest Service, which further, in the

state's view, confirmed the Attorney General's advice that
reclamation, at least, on federal lands is subject to SMARA, and
for the last year and a half, we've sponsored workshops with
environmental groups, with the public, with lead agencies, with
operators and government entities to try to develop a memorandum
of understanding that goes much farther than before in terms of
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regulating

sing and implementing and follow-up of
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CHAIRMAN SHER:

If I may interrupt, who would become the

equivalent of the local agency for the operator of the
facility on

mining

ral lands to file their reclamation plan with and

have it approved by?
MR. ANDERSON:

The reclamation plan would be required to

follow state standards, and the lead agency would have to approve
the reclamation plan.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. ANDERSON:
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. ANDERSON:
CHAIRMAN SBER:

The lead agency would be -The state lead agency.
So
If it's a county, if it's,
So it would be the county

thin whi

the federal land -MR. ANDERSON:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Yes.

Correct.

And it would be their ordinance that

would -MR. ANDERSON:
CHAIRMAN SBER:

Yes.
-- under which the plan would

fi

and reviewed.
MR. ANDERSON:

Yes.

Right.

And there are a number

mining operations on federal lands in California, of course,
this is an important area, also, for reclamation.
We are pleased to report progress with respect to
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negotiations.

It's been lengthy.

We had a lot of input, and I

think we have an understanding with several of the groups already,
and hopefully, before too long, we'll be able to report that we've
got a complete agreement on all the points.
That's an important area.

I think the structural

problem that Mr. Ward discussed with you, very adequately, is one
that is very deep, and I think a good part of that stems from the
lack of funding at the local lead agency level.

They don't have

the funds, therefore they don't have the expertise.

They have

other priorities that they have to focus on that require much more
energies, and for that reason, I think, they are not able to, even
if they wish to in some cases at least, be able to accommodate the
law.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Well, let me ask you, have they adopted

their ordinances?
MR. ANDERSON:

I think, of the lead agencies, which

include counties and cities where there are mining operations
If there is a mining operation within the city limits, the city
becomes the lead agency, and all but one of the lead agencies that
have mining operations in them do have approved ordinances.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. ANDERSON:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Your board approved the ordinances?
Yes.
So at least that part of the process is

in place; is that right?
MR. ANDERSON:

Correct.
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That's in place.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
s

is to

to file

ei

So what you're saying is, then,

next

r by enforcement or -- to force these operators

ir plans, and once they're filed, then to review them.
MR. ANDERSON:

To put that within the power of the

ies, and under SMARA, it's directed that they would

the

enforcement agencies.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

So what's the solution to the problem

lack of resources or energy or whatever at the local agency level?
Give us the -MR. ANDERSON:

Well, I don't have the bottom line yet,

but we are working, the department and the board are work ng
the environmental groups, with the industry groups, and
at large to try to determine what is an appropriate
this problem.

ic

tion to
now,

We've been working on that for several mon

and hopefully we will continue that in the spirit, as

one

I

of your committee members, in his letter to you that

is

r

morning, in the spirit of cooperation between -CHAIRMAN SBER:

Given what you've done so

r to t y

find a solution, do you think additional regulations

•

and/or legislation by the state legislature will be necessa
part of the solution, or is it too soon to advise us on
MR. ANDERSON:

I think it's too soon, but they're

certainly options that have to be discussed and reviewed
carefully, objectively.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

All right.
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Did you have more?

t?

MR. ANDERSON:

No.

I think that pretty well concludes

my presentation.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Well, Mr. Frizzelle, do you have a

question?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I'd kind of like to see you

consider a further hearing from the counties involved wherein we
try to get testimony as to their capacity and willingness and
attitude toward compliance in the first place.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Well, that's a great suggestion, and to

show you how fast we're going to respond, our next group of
witnesses
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

So, you get one or two.

That's right.

We have a few here at

least.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

But I mean across the board.

It seems to me that it's a matter of priority at the local
government level.

They always plead no money, and they have money

for some things and not for others, and even if you dumped in a
ton of money, they would still spend it as they chose, and it gets
back to the business of how they prioritize and how significant
they think it is.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Well, we're going to ask these witnesses

from the cities and counties that are here to address that issue,
and maybe some of them will tell us that they don't have the
resources, they don't believe they will ever have them unless the
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state actually gives them, and then it would have to be targeted,
as you say, so it wouldn't get spent on other -ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Well, I worry about one other

thing.

There's the fact that we've had toxic dumping over the

years.

In a number of places, we've ended up with billions of

dollars being spent by the state and federal government in trying
to react to a lack of local compliance and local planning.

Either

a local planning department is that, a local planning department,
or it's not, and a lot of them simply are not.

For whatever

excuse they have, the fact is that we end up going back trying to
reclaim dollars from people who dumped in accordance with law in
different areas, but the laws were slack, and the ordinances were
badly administered, and so forth.

I think that the officialdom in

many of our circumstances deserve a large amount of the blame, and
I'd hate to see it happen in this circumstance as well.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

I was particularly concerned in the

slides about the potential for these abandoned sites that have not
been reclaimed to become dumping grounds, and not just for normal,

•

solid waste but also toxic materials.

So that's a concern, too •

Well, maybe -- Mr. Ward, thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Anderson.
Maybe these local government people will tell us -- or
maybe one option we need to explore is letting local government
that doesn't have the capability to do it to cede the authority
back to the state in their jurisdiction, even though, basically,
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we've tried to preserve the local control over land use issues,
but that's an option that I'd be interested in hearing these
witnesses address if, in their own jurisdictions, they haven't had
the resources to carry out the mandate of the law.
Thank you for your testimony, and we'll invite our next
group of witnesses to come forward.
MR. ANDERSON:

Thank you, Assemblyman Sher.

available for the remainder of the hearing.

I won't be

However, some of my

staff are here to answer any specific questions the committee may
have.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

All right.

Our next group of witnesses

are indeed from local government, and I hope they're all here,
it's Wendy eosin from the Planning Administrator of the City of
Pacifica; Danny Mao, Planning Director, Calaveras County; and Tom
Parilo, Planning Director of Nevada County.
Are you here?

Please come forward.

our only -- Are those other people here?

Okay.

You're going to be
Good.

You're Ms.

eosin, right?
MS. WENDY COSIN:

Yes, thank you.

I'm Wendy eosin.

I'm the Planning Administrator for the

City of Pacifica.
Thank you for the opportunity to address the City of
Pacifica's experience with implementation of the Surface Mining
and Reclamation Act.

Pacifica may be somewhat unusual because of

our coastal location.

However, I think some of our problems may
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be similar to other jurisdictions.
I'd like to address two issues this morning.

In the

first case, I'll be encouraging less state control, and in the
second case, I'd like to request assistance from the state through
increased state authority.
First, we have concerns with the existing SMARA
regulations regarding the required adoption of mineral resource
policies.

We appreciate the opportunity to describe the problems

that we've had with these regulations.

•

In particular, we have

concerns that there may be movement for local control to be
superseded in the future in regard to the location of quarries.
In such case, we want to stress the importance of local control
and to make a case that the State Mining and Geology Board should
not have more power to control quarry location based on their
designations of regional significance.
On the other hand, the City of Pacifica is home to an
abandoned quarry.

I would like to describe the circumstances of

the Pacifica quarry, our current lawsuit, which is attempting to
acquire reclamation, and present a letter from our city attorney
which suggests areas where SMARA could be strengthened, in
particular in the areas of judicial review, enforcement, and
penalties.
First of all, some background history:

The City of

Pacifica has had a large active quarry operating in the heart of
our city since 1907.

The quarry is located between the ocean and
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Highway 1, which is the primary coastal route along the coast and
it's the only north-south connection through the city.
The quarry is extremely visible.
that I think I can just distribute.

I brought a photograph

The quarry is extremely

visible and is adjacent to our redevelopment area.

Use permits

and a reclamation plan were approved by the city in the past.

The

reclamation plan was filed with the state as is required.
However, quarry operation ceased in 1986 without completing quarry
activities or reclaiming the site.
As I said, our first concern has to do with the
designation of areas of regional significance.

In 1987, the State

Mining and Geology Board designated the Pacifica quarry and an
adjacent, open-space area known as Moray Point, as a construction
aggregate resource area of regional significance.
In the designation process, the city repeatedly
documented why Moray Point was not an appropriate quarry site.
should point out that's also on the photograph.

I

Reasons included

a previously approved, voter-approved, project for a hotel
conference center, location of the property in the coastal zone,
erosion concerns, and the fact that the San Francisco Garter
Snake, a state and federally listed, is also found on the
property.
In addition, although the state designation indicated
that limestone and greenstone were found on the properties, a 1978
geotechnical report for the property documented that there was no
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greenstone was highly fractured and

limestone and that

fragmented and far below
CHAIRMAN SHER:

surface.
Let me just interrupt.

Sorry to do that

to you, but your concern is -- If the board designates it, what
kind of pressures does that put on local government?

Local

government doesn't have to permit an operation there does it?
MS. COSIN:

At this point, that's true, although I am

concerned with how the designation process was handled by the
board and how our adoption of policies was handled.
to focus on this.

I'm not going

I realize the main focus of your concerns is

reclamation.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

I'm interested in the process.

Apparently, you were disturbed by that, and it must create some
pressure because now the landowner has a leg up to, in working
through your planning process, to get -MS. COSIN:
the property.

The landowner would never want a quarry on

My concern is that, first, it was designated as an

area of mineral resources when it never should have been.

Second,

although we were late in adopting our policies, we finally did

•

adopt the polices.

We submitted them to the state.

At first,

they were not found acceptable, which to me indicated that
although we were assured in the beginning that all we had to do
was recognize the -CHAIRMAN SHER:

Excuse me again.

Did their designation

come before you submitted your policies, or after?
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MS. COSIN:

First the state designates the policies.

Well, first they classify the lands, then they designate -CHAIRMAN SHER:
MS. COSIN:

Okay.
and then they just give that to the city

as a fait accompli, regardless of whether the city agrees with
that designation or not.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MS. COSIN:

You just say, "Thank you very much?"

No, we can't.

Then we have to adopt mineral

resource policies that recognize that those aggregate resources
are there, and we're suppose to take that into consideration in
our land use decisions.

My concern is how that might be used in

the future, whether or not -CHAIRMAN SHER:

If the landowner had wanted a mining

facility there, you would think that maybe they'd have some legal
ground on which to -MS. COSIN:

That's correct.

And, my concern is that the

state might try to force us to open a quarry by not allowing us to
approve other land uses on the property.

That's really my main

concern.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you.

I think I understand it

better now.
MS. COSIN:

I think what I'll say now-- I might say

that again, but I'm almost done with this part.

Again, we made a

very strong case to the State Mining and Geology Board that the
land should not be quarried.
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ification occurs regardless of

I understand

ignation itself shou

land use concerns
determination

include a

r or not the land is available for mining

from a land use perspective.

It's very important that the

competing land uses be balanced and that, in any future
legislative changes, that that local control and flexibility be

•

maintained .
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Mr. Chairman, didn't Mr. Ward

just testify that they have no authority to alter the designation
made by local planning?
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Yes.

But there is, I guess, a concern

that's been expressed that once the designation is made without
appropriate consideration

jurisdiction's views before the

designation is made, it s input, that somehow the designation can
have some adverse (inaudible).
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Well

re's a concern, but

there isn't a reality to that concern.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
all agree that the law
this kind

No, that's right.

Well, I think that we

not give the state the power to force

ning activity in any particular jurisdiction.
MS. COSIN:

At this point, that's correct, although the

law does force the designation upon the local communities.

That

was absolutely not our choice, that the quarry or Moray Point be
designated as a regional
CHAIRMAN SHER:

But I think the response of those who
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drafted the law would be that this is an overall state policy
being reflected in ensuring that there are adequate mineral
resources to accommodate the construction activity and so forth,
but clearly local control was preserved.

There's nothing in the

existing law that would allow the state to override the local
planning process.

If you say that there is, something's wrong.

MS. COSIN:

Well, you're correct, but I need to say that

when we did finally -- First of all, we did not agree to the
designation, number one.
state about that.
protests.

We sent a lot of information to the

These areas were designated, regardless of our

When we sent our mineral resource policies to the

state, they said they did not comply because even though we
recognized that they had quarry potential, we also pointed out all
the other conflicts, all the other attributes of the property,
which do not lend themselves to a quarry.

The state's first

response was that our policies were inadequate and did not meet
SMARA and that we had to change them.

We then wrote a scathing

letter back, and they backed down.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

What were the sanctions though when,

say, your submittal doesn't comply, what?

They can just bounce it

back to you; is that right?
MS. COSIN:

I think the potential for sanctions would be

with general plan, lack of an adequate general plan, something
like that.

That could happen.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
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But I don't think the state has

about

the legal authority to
does not comply wi

,

ir

CHAIRMAN SHER:

that our committee s

Well,

f

me

at.

I mean, maybe it
so what?
that this is a point

We're glad

point

brought to our attention.
So now you're
MS. COSIN:

to move to the reclamation.

Thank you.

In regard to reclamation, as I stated previously,
Pacifica has had an abandoned quarry for several years.

A number

of public health, safety, and welfare issues have arisen as a
result.
than one

In particular, we have un-vegetated cut slopes steeper
a half to one in angle

Potential erosion and

landslides could occur from the slopes.

No re-vegetation has been

provided nor is it possible, given the existing composition of
materials and the steepness

slope.

Drainage concerns include

storm water accumulation, siltation, and excessive alkalinity to a
creek which runs through the property.

Abandoned unsafe buildings

and machinery were left on the site, and an abandoned underground
storage tank is also there.

•

The most obvious problem of living with an abandoned
quarry is what it looks like. The photograph of the city which I
distributed illustrates the contrast of the quarry with the
surrounding hills and development.

The abandoned quarry's

appearance is a blight on the city and has had direct adverse
affects on our adjacent redevelopment area where new development
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has been discouraged.

Especially in a coastal area, the

appearance of the proper

is

remely

tant, both to the

city and the surrounding area.
As I said previously,
reclamation plan for the quarry.

city had an approved
We a

had a bond, although the

amount was inadequate for the city to take over reclamation
activities.

The quarry operations abruptly stopped with no

indication of intent to complete quarrying or to reclaim the site.
We requested help from the Department of Conservation in enforcing
SMARA regulations and in achieving reclamation of the site,
however, no assistance was available from the state.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Excuse me.

Is there a potential for a

suit against the firm that operated the quarry?
MS. COSIN:

The city has filed suit against the quarry.

I think that was one of the reasons I was asked here, as the
Department of Conservation was aware that we are doing that.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

So your recourse is actually a

civil action against
MS. COSIN:

That's correct.

That's what we're doing.

The City Attorney has prepared a detailed
I will distribute following the conclusion of

ter, which

remarks.

Our

experience is that additional state authority is needed to insure
that the provisions of SMARA are implemented.

Other statutes

whose purpose is to avoid adverse environmental impacts contain
clear standards for judicial review, enforcement, and penalties.
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ronmental Quality Act are

the Cali

The Coastal Act

no

examples. However, SMARA cur
enforcement, and this sever
reclamation of

ne

sions for

undercuts the act's policy that

is necessary

prevent adverse impacts

on the environment and to protect the public health and safety.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
no enforcement by the state?

Do I understand you to say that

You have the power though to -- The

permit authority and possession of the reclamation plan, approved,
that hasn't been carried out, you have authority.
MS. COSIN:

Yes, we do.

What the rest of my

presentation will do is summarize what our city attorney is
requesting be added to SMARA to give the state the same kind of
enforcement and penalty power, additional enforcement and penalty
powers, over and above what we current
First

a

, enforcement:

have.
Provisions are needed to

specifically authorize the state board and local jurisdictions to
bring an action for injunctive and equitable relief, to require
reclamation upon completion or abandonment of mining operations.
In addition, there should be a provision to allow citizen
enforcement, which would authorize any interested person to bring
an action to enforce reclamation responsibilities.
words, we want to make it specific.

In other

We're suggesting that it be

made specific in SMARA that there be these enforcement
opportunities.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
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I don't understand, Mr.

Chairman, the need for that.
made.

I don't think that the case has been

You have a capacity already to enforce

civil action should take care of it

r plan, and your

Why should we grant

additional authority to other governmental -- or individuals such
that the cost of operating the quarry or satisfying the suit that
you would have as a city against the operator might not be
available simply because of the fact they had to meet other suits
and expenditures as well?
MS. COSIN:

I think the reason is partially demonstrated

by some of the previous testimony, that although the City of
Pacifica does care and has filed suit, there may be other
jurisdictions that either can't afford to do that or don't have as
high an interest.

In such cases, if the state wants to be more

pro-active in enforcing SMARA in achieving reclamation, you should
have the ability to explicitly bring suit yourselves, or other
citizen groups should.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

To the degree that we do that,

we diminish the authority that we have ve

care

lly reserved for

local government to enforce their plan.
MS. COSIN:

I understand that

but I

so feel that

we've been in a position where we were hoping for some support
from the state in our litigation
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

So shared responsibility is

often no responsibility, so we almost tend to want to leave it to
local government to enforce.

-so-

CHAIRMAN SBER:
needs to be explored.

We understand your point, and I think it

The point is that, in your particular case,

the city is moving forward to do what it can, and we're interested
if there are adequate powers under the existing law and whether
the specific injunctive reliefs -- I can imagine a point where
you've got a reclamation plan that assumes an active operation for
a period of years and where the operator stops abruptly,
apparently.
MS. COSIN:

That's exactly what happened.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

And whether, then, you have the power,

since it wasn't contemplated this reclamation was going to occur
so soon, whether you have adequate power under state law after a
period of time to enforce the reclamation plan even though it's
not time yet, at least as far as the initial projection for how
long this thing would operate.
On the other issue, I think -- I want to look at, at
least, the possibility of, in those areas where it's low priority
with the local agency, the lead agency, where you might -- you
know, where the neighbors might be very concerned, and at least I
want to look at it, and I don't necessarily think, Mr. Frizzelle,
that it's an erosion of local control.

You're going to leave the

power with local government, and only in those cases where local
government hasn't acted, perhaps give the power to others.
MS. COSIN:

Again, what I just suggested is very similar

to the Coastal Act and to CEQA for adding those explicit powers
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for judicial review and enforcement.
Similarly, penalties should be added which would call
for daily civil fines for violations of reclamation plans or
exemplary damages for persons violating SMARA.

The combination of

enforcement authorization and penalties would make SMARA a much
stronger and more effective tool to control mining.
One of the areas where we've had trouble with our
lawsuit in Pacifica has to do with joint and several
owner-operator liability.

SMARA needs to be amended to make clear

that a landowner who contracts with others to operate a quarry is
also liable for reclamation.

In our experience, there has been a

dispute whether it is the owner or the operator who is responsible
for reclamation of the abandoned Pacifica quarry.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I'm sorry to keep interrupting.

In this circumstance, did you not say that the owner didn't really
want the quarry in the first place?

They wanted it for other

purposes and -MS. COSIN:

No, that was a different site.

That was the

adjacent site.
Our position is that both the owner and the operator are
responsible.

However, it would be helpful if this were made

explicit in the law.
In another situation, operator insolvency could also be
used to avoid reclamation, and given that the current SMARA
language only refers to the operator, an owner could attempt to
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disclaim liability.

Such disputes should not delay enforcement

actions, and this could be accomplished by expressed joint and
several liability.
Finally, I would like to reiterate that surety bonds,
which are commonly required to guarantee reclamation, have not
been an effective enforcement tool.

The amount of a bond which

could actually ensure completion of quarry activities and
reclamation when an operation has been abandoned would be
extremely high.

The importance of strong and effective

enforcement language in state law is particularly vital, given the
lack of other options.
In short, it's been our experience that without stronger
enforcement and penalty provisions, SMARA's reclamation policies
are really a paper tiger.

The paper tiger needs teeth so that

reclamation plans can be more than interesting studies on a shelf.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you.

Now, you say you have a copy

of your city -MS. COSIN:

I did bring copies of the letter from the

city attorney which describe, in more detail, exactly in what
areas we think SMARA should be amended.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you very much for your testimony

and the letter.
Mr. Mao.
MS. COSIN:

Thank you.

MR. DANNY MAO:

Good morning.
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My name is Danny Mao

representing Calaveras County.
I don't have a prepared, written statement to present.
However, I would like to discuss several items, and I think it's
almost, in contrast to the previous speaker, dealing with the
issues that are in front of us this morning.
First of all, I'd like to indicate, I mentioned to the
Board, that in Calaveras County, we believe the existing rules and
regulations adopted by the state are working very well in
Calaveras County.

We do have an adopted ordinance, and also we do

have what we call a mineral resource element in the general plan
for working with the state representative to designate certain
areas in the county for, strictly, mineral resource
activities, and they're welcomed by the mining industry
association in the county and also landowners.

So, we don't have

those kinds of problems as presented by the previous speakers.
We would like to encourage this board to continue to
emphasize the local control concept because we believe local
control, through land use planning and also through the
conditional use permit and, most recently, the new Environmental
Quality Act monitoring programs, we can control and regulate and
enforce and penalize any existing mining operations.
Again, we are looking into the monitoring program.
applicant will be required to pay all the costs for monitoring
not only the use permit but also the reclamation plan.
it's working very well.
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Again,

The

The bottom line is, I think we talked about it this
morning, is the funding.

We treat the mining operations the same

as any other use permit, the same as
far as priority.

other planning issues as

In fact, let me cite an example.

We received a

complaint from a neighbor about 3 months ago concerning one
particular issue on this mining operation.

I personally notified

the operator the next day indicating to him that he was in

•

violation of the use permit.

He was so surprised that our

reaction, our action, was so fast, trying to make sure the
reclamation plan and the condition of the use permit, conditions
of approval, are properly complied with.
So, again, I think the important thing is, let's have
local control, but by working with the state.

The state, the

Department of Mines and Geology, has been very cooperative with
us, and we have received a tremendous amount of technical
assistance from them.

Time after time, they indicated to

us that they believe in local control because we, even though we
might not have the expertise that they have, we do know what is
going on on a daily basis.

•

CHAIRMAN SHER:
you.

I have several questions I'd like to ask

As far as resources, you're exploring fees in connection

with monitoring, and you think that you can generate sufficient
resources to actively monitor your ongoing mining operations and
the reclamation plans?
MR. MAO:

Yes.

On the new ones, that's correct, sir.
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CHAIRMAN SHER:

You don't think you need state

resources -- Yeah, of course, everybody would like to have state
resources.

That goes without saying, but you can

it wi

the

fees that could be imposed on those who are operating?
MR. MAO:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Do you know how many active mines are

operating within the county?
MR. MAO:

Do you have that information?

Approximately five.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

And do they all have reclamation plans

that have been filed?
MR. MAO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Yes, sir.
They all do.

So as far as you know,

then, none of them are in violation of the state law or the
reclamation requirements applicable.

Even the best of mines, the

ones who operate -- Are some of the five ones who operate without
a permit because they were grandfathered in?
MR. MAO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
reclamation plan?

But they have now filed their

They have met your deadline.

Has the

approved them?
MR. MAO:
state also.

Yes, and in fact we have submitted to the

To my best knowledge they have compl

th all the

conditions that we had set forth.
Now, keep this in mind.
design and reclamation plan.

Even -- You may have the best

However, sometimes Mother Nature can
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change the operation.
years.

Case in point, we had three years, drought

So, one of our requirements is they have to resurface

certain areas.

Because of the drought years they are not able to

successfully plant and re-seed vegetat

according to our

schedule.
CHAIRMAN SBER:

So then you amend the plan, or you take

that into account.
MR. MAO:

Right.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

What about abandoned mines?

a number of those in your county?
MR. MAO:

Yes.

Do you have

I would expect that you do.

We also have several abandoned mines.

However, to my best knowledge, they also have submitted
reclamation plans to us, and we, in turn, have submitted them to
the state.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. MAO:

Have they done that, the owners?

Yes.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

So, as far as you know, there are no

mines on which a reclamation plan has failed to be filed?
MR. MAO:

To my best knowledge.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Sounds like things are going very well

I

in Calaveras County.
MR. MAO:

Sometimes, again, I'd like to emphasize that

sometimes with local control, the key is by having a joined good
working relationship with the operators, with the state people and
the local planning department and supervisor, you will have a
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much, much better result, end product than strictly saying the
state will be responsible for a local
You have no situations like those that

CHAIRMAN SHER:

were shown on the slide, where you've had abandoned mines that
have not been reclaimed?
MR. MAO:

No.

I would not say we don't have one, okay?

We may have one that -- We're working on it gradually.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. MAO:

You may, or you do know of one?

Yes, we do know -- We have one.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. MAO:

No.

You know who the owner is?
No, I don't.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

So the county's trying to find out who

was the owner-operator, and then you will proceed against them?
MR. MAO:

Yes, sir.

Yes.

We work very closely with the

DA's office and county counsel's office on all these planning
issues, including abandoned mines.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

There's only one unsightly abandoned

mine in your territory?
MR. MAO:
define "unsightly"?

No, more than one.
It's a subjective

CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. MAO:

Well, one that hasn't been reclaimed?

Right.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR .. MAO:

But, you know, how do you

So, there's more than one?

Right.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

But you have an active program
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try to

identify those?
MR. MAO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN

.

Yes.
you.

Mr. Frizzelle, do you have a

question?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
again, out of ignorance, I guess.
fees are paid, when monitoring

•

I have a question of -- This is,
I'd like to know, when permit
are paid, or any other kind of

fees are paid, those are all deductible amounts of money from the
operation as far as taxation is concerned?
MR. MAO:

No. No.

What we do actually is we --

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Aren't those expenditures in

normal operating procedures that are deductible, as what is his
expenses?
MR. MAO:

I don't know.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
MR. MAO:

What is the tax law regarding --

For the operator?

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

When you pay permit fees, you

pay monitoring fees, and all those kinds of things, those are
expenditures of doing business, aren't they?

•

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Absolutely •

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

So they're, in essence,

reclaimed in dollars to a certain extent in the operation itself?
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Absolutely.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Mao.
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MR. MAO:

Thank you, sir.

CHAIRMAN SBER:

Our other local government witness is

not here, I take it, Mr. Parilo.
All right, our next witnesses are local citizen groups
and environmental organizations:

Betty Simpson, Barry Cunningham,

and Corey Brown, and friends, and Paula Carrell.
All right, let's start with the citizens' groups and
then we'll hear from the representative of the environmental
organizations, unless you've reorganized.

Have you rearranged

this?
MS. PAULA CARRELL:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

We have, sir.

Okay.

Well why don't you do it the way

you have set it up.
MS. CARRELL:
Sierra Club.

Mr. Chair, Paula Carrell representing the

I basically am here to introduce the witness from

one of our local chapters and to make a few general comments about
the topic of the hearing today.
We very much welcome the committee's attention to the
issues of mining in California.

I think, possibly, from the

testimony that's been already given

s morning, you may have

gotten some sense of why mining is often not popular with local
citizens.

There is a poor record of reclamation, frequently, and

I think that one point in particular that came up this morning was
Mr. Ward's statement that what we consider, we being the
department, credible reclamation is not important, and I think
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Yes, it
with
determi

what we're worried about.

heart

that goes to

once

local agency wants to do

s true
ni

is

is

11 certai

locally, and

plan, but there are

some

ious

from mining and requirements

that should be

shape the reclamation

versal problems resulting
should accompany them as regards

reclamation, which don't have that much

•

i

do with the subsequent

use of the land but which concern things like ongoing water
quality on the site, the possibility of ongoing hazards such as
abandoned buildings and unsealed tailings.

Those issues should

apply in all mining reclamation plans regardless, in a sense, of
what the local agency wants to use

land for afterwards, and

this sort of Alphonse and Gaston act that goes on, it's like,
"Well, we're not responsible;

are", "No, we're not

responsible; they are, 11 and nobody ever quite gets the job done.
So it is that kind of problem which, I think, points to what is
worrisome to local citizens about mining proposals.
There is little effective guidance from the state and,
unfortunately, often much less expertise at the local level,
except what is brought to the table by the mining companies, who
are dealing with their mi

ng proposals.

We are very concerned, not that local control be
superseded in this process but that there be much stronger
direction and oversight from the state, including, potentially,
the adoption by the legislature
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some clear performance

standards, some clear definitions for what the terms mean, terms
such as "exploration", when a
it's inactive, and when

ne is

t's

it's idle, when

fie

terms are defined, and some c

r

None

these

rformance standards, such as

what kinds of requirements there should be to protect for leach
from tailing piles, the number and location of water monitoring
wells, state requirements for wildlife protection, survivability
standards for plantings in reclaimed areas.

None of these things

are clear from the state level and to inexperienced locals, and
they need to be clear.
The local witnesses are here to enlarge on these and
other points, and then if you have any questions, I'd be happy to
answer them when they're finished.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you.

MS. BETTY SIMPSON:

I'm Betty Simpson,

I'm here

representing the Mother Lode Chapter of the Sierra
I'm a layperson who has been observing and participating
through the public review process

mineral management and

permitting in Nevada County since 1983.
subsurface mine was proposed in my res
since 1986, I've been the president

I

involved when a
l neighborhood, and

the Federation of

Neighborhood Associations of Nevada
One of our purposes is to help our member organizations
through the review process and work to secure adequate
environmental protection and financ

-6

l respons

li

damages

that may occur from mining operations
be

an economic

environmental

fit.

We believe that mining can

However, it must be done in an

sound manner.
also

We

rticipated in the public hearing phase of

the development of Nevada County's
which, I believe, is now

th

ne

management element,

state Mines and Geology Board.

There are several problems that I would like to address:
One, the lack of expertise at the county level; two, the inability
to monitor effectively; three, the funding of reclamation; and
four, advocacy of projects.
Although Nevada County has developed a certain expertise
in evaluat

and review, it quickly becomes evident during the

process that the only qualifi
those of

technical consultants will be

mining proponent, whose main interest is to bring in

a project as economical

as possi

often come out on the losing end.

e.

Environmental protections

It is not financially feasible

for our small rural counties to maintain a full staff of technical
consultants.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

•

If I may interrupt, you're talking about

it at the stage of a permit application?
MS. SIMPSON:
reclamation.

We all need technical expertise all along the way.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
for

Permit application and through

So it's both at the point of application

permit and then later on at the point of approval of the

reclamation plan?
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MS. SIMPSON:

monitori

Approval

CHAIRMAN SHER:

ing.

And moni

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
terms of establishment of bas

We're thi
standa

i

, as

, min

it, in

I

standards, that

have to be complied with by local planning agencies as well.

So

you're, along with the previous testifier here, seeking, more than
anything else, some kind of state-mandated minimums that have to
be achieved in any plan?
MS. SIMPSON:

I'm looking at that, but I'm also looking

a step further.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
MS. SIMPSON:

I

see.

I would like to recommend that the

Division of Mines and Geology be funded to maintain such a staff,
a technical staff, that would be available to the counties in a
timely manner to assist on-site eva
reclamation plans.

ions of projects

There's a need for an u

iased

ensure environmental protection along with a vi

The

e operation.
Mines

The county could then reimburse the Divis
for these services.

rtise to

ult

ject

Geology
tely

r

this cost.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
point of the appl

t

or

So

wou
t; is that right?

mandate that such a state representat
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i

is, at the
could

r

call in the experts from
option of the county to do

you're

leave it to the
You wouldn t

present at every --

MS. SIMPSON:

Well, I think

.

CHAIRMAN

1,

t's some

re

but you think at a

ing we can look at,

to be

s expertise

1 upon

available for the county to
MS. SIMPSON:
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MS. SIMPSON:

•

about monitoring.

Okay.
Another step

I

want to

k to is

rations and reclamation

Monitoring of mining

has been ineffective and, in some cases

nonexistent.

The

financially-strapped counties cannot afford to train personnel to
perform this function.

In my discussion

conservation district personnel, I'm

our resource
that a lack of a

qualified monitoring is a real problem.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

Yes .
is

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
setting minimum standards.

If

monitoring for it is a ve

arbitra

people to make subject

ts back to the point of

don't have minimum standards,
of thing, and training

assessments is an impossibility, really,

because it's so arbitrary.

So we're talking of a combination of

minimum standards plus people trained to
standards.

In other

, we're t

monitors do in order to know

to

That's all part of the process that
MS. SIMPSON:

Yes.
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absence of minimum
to

ine who, what

re and what to pay them?
1

re advocating.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Of course, you know, even with some

statewide universal minimum standards, if we leave this to local
control, there might

condit

imposed on the pe

t for

operating the facility, and then, of course, each reclamation plan
has it's own unique features.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Well, that's what I'm trying to

address, what it is you have to hire as a monitor and what kind of
expertise we're talking about, and so it almost has to be done
through the local agencies or local government's authority because
of, as you say, Mr. Chairman, the implication of local conditions
on each circumstance.
MS. SIMPSON:

I think we need help.

We can develop the

best reclamation plan in the world, but if we cannot monitor it
effectively and we cannot police it, it's useless.
When they talk to me about a lack of a monitoring
program as a problem, they said that they find that because the
original mining plan was not adhered to then the reclamation plan
is inappropr

te.

through the mini

If we had had effect

monitori

operat

, barring

,

poss

variations, the mining r

t

along
r

still be appropriate, but

because we have not been able to follow a project effective
continuously, we fi

ni

plan was

and

even adhered to

from the beginning.
There

re, I would recommend that

and Geology develop an ongoing

aggress
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Division of Mines
ram to train county

monitoring personnel.

It could result in a better and more

uniform monitoring throughout the state.
I'd like to now touch on funding reclamation.

As we've

studied the different mining operations, we've learned more about
the structuring of mining companies.

Many are joint ventures

whose only main asset may be the mineral load.

As extraction

proceeds, the mineral is sold, the money is paid to the investors,
and the value of the company declines.

At the time of

reclamation, the company is an empty shell with no assets, and the
lead agency is left holding the bag, and enforcement of
reclamation plans becomes impossible.
I suggest that a requirement of an ongoing substantive
assessment be paid into an interest-bearing trust fund
administered by the lead agency and paid out to the mine operator
only for reclamation.

If the value of the trust fund exceeds the

cost of reclamation, the remainder should be refunded to the
operator.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Could the same thing be accomplished by

the surety bond that we posted up front and where the operator is
I

required to pay the premium and not be allowed to continue the
operation unless that performance bond is kept enforced?
MS. SIMPSON:

As we have followed the mining operations,

it becomes increasingly difficult for them to acquire their surety
bonds.

The other thing is the actual monitoring of that bond, and

does it stay in place?

If the county or the lead agency is not on
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their tail constantly, they can drop off paying for the bond, and
when it comes time to use it, it's not there.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

So these are --

So you're suggesting, as a part of the

permit application, it would have to be a requirement that the
fund be set up and periodic payments be made into it for purposes
of the reclamation, and the amount that would go in would
approximate what it would take to reclaim, at least as estimated,
over the life of the -MS. SIMPSON:

We would hope so, yes.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
MS. SIMPSON:

Okay.

We'll take that under advisement.

Thank you.

The Department of Conservation and it's Division of
Mines and Geology are charged with protecting and conserving the
state's mineral resources and educating the public about the
mining industry, but they should strive to stop short of
interfering in local land issues.
I would like to tell you what specifically happened in
Nevada County.
In 1984, a foreign corporation applied for a zone change
and a conditional use permit to begin exploration of a previously
operated sub-surface mine.
the 1940's.

The mine had not been operated since

Overlying the mine now is an established residential

area whose only water supply is by individual wells.

An EIR was

accomplished, but during the hearings there was a difference of
opinion between experts about the effect on the wells.
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Following many public hearings in March of 1985, the
Planning Commission recommended it's own change and approved a use
permit with stringent financial requirements to ensure the water
supply.

The action was appealed to the board of supervisors by

the mining company, and the board approved the zone change and
allowed the company to substitute a general liability insurance
policy which protected them from any damage claims.

It did not

protect the residences.
The residences circulated a petition to referend a zone
change and collected over 6,000 signatures in less than 30 days.
Now, no citizen action, no citizens group would voluntarily
undertake an action such as a referendum or an initiative unless
it was clear that their leaders were not responsive.

While the

county clerk was certifying the signatures, Don Blubaugh, the
former Director of the Department of Conservation, and Dwayne
Hondone, a member of the Mines and Geology Board, appeared at a
forum in Grass Valley and warned against citizens exercising their
constitutional right.

This was an advocacy of a mining project

and a thinly-veiled attempt to interfere in the electoral process.
Land use is a local issue, and actions such as these by state
officials should be avoided.

Encouraging the industry as a whole

may be within their prerogative, but advocacy of any one
particular project is not.
In summary, I would urge that the local lead agency
system be retained but that state agencies provide technical
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expertise for better evaluation of mining projects and to
strengthen environmental protections.

Programs should be s.et up

to train county personnel in specific monitoring techniques, and I
believe an ongoing contribution by the operator to a trust fund
administered by the lead agency to ensure reclamation is a very
necessary requirement.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MS. SIMPSON:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you.
Thank you.
Mr. Frizzelle has a question here.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Sometimes mining and geology

departments from the state are interested not only in local
conditions and so forth but in the production or the use of
resources, and it's in behalf of the use of resources that they
would tend to testify in that circumstance.

To prohibit that

might eliminate a viable and credible necessary input regarding
the total overall development, or exploitation of, you could call
it, of various lands for the production of needed minerals and
resources.

We might be reluctant to prohibit them from making any

kind of testimony or input.
I can understand your point of view.

Still, locals make

the decision, and still, local citizenry makes the decision, but
to say that they only ought to make decisions in the absence of a
full plethora of information would be, really, to restrict the
credibility of local decision.
MS. SIMPSON:

We have no intentions whatsoever to
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restrict the Mines and Geology Board to educate the public and to
advocate the mining industry as a whole.

I have a real problem,

and the community had a problem, with the approach that was taken
in this case, and I have a copy of the newspaper reports of what
went on, and you are certainly-- I'll share it with you.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

•

All right.

Thank you for your

testimony •
The next witness, I guess, is Mr. Cunningham.
MR. BARRY CUNNINGHAM:
CHAIRMAN SHER:
here.

Okay.

I like the title of your association

Is it the Mariposa Downwind Association?
MR. CUNNINGHAM:
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. CUNNINGHAM:

Yes.
You're going to explain that, I'm sure.
I represent the Mariposa Downwind

Association, and we adopted that name because of the particular
type of mining operation that wanted to come in and set up shop in
Mariposa County.

Our concern was more with the chemical

processing that would have gone on on the site and the air quality

•

problems that would have been created than with the other issues,
although we consider them serious as well.
We're a grass roots environmental group concerned about
mineral processing issues that now confront our community.

I have

read the staff report by the Department of Mines and Geology
identifying many of the problems that we are currently
encountering.

The issues that particularly trouble us focus on
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the CEQA process and how it is presently implemented.
Mariposa County, as lead agency, has not shown a
willingness to fully implement CEQA with regard to recent mining
applications.

I believe there are several reasons for this.

The

proposals are usually large and off the scale of what the limited
agency resources of a county of 14,000-plus people can handle with
respect to planning.

The mining corporations are big, and they

exert tremendous pressure on local officials and county
administrative personnel.

There are just too many pulls on local

authorities from powerful interests seeking short-term advantages.
What is happening is that the concerns of the people and the
environmental issues are getting submerged beneath the overall
complexity of the process.
Reclamation plans for mining projects in Mariposa County
have either been nonexistent or, in more recent times, largely
minimal, once-over-lightly documents of limited substance.

It

must be said, however, that planning issues with regard to mine
permits and reclamation plans now receive much closer scrutiny.
One possible reason is public interest and fear over environmental
and human health risks that seem to accompany mining.

Our

concerns center around preserving and strengthening the
information gathering process of CEQA and SMARA and hopefully
seeing implementation of a uniform process of environmental
review, including permitting requirements, guarantees of
reclamation, and impact mitigation backed by financial surety.
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I want to share a problem we encounter time and time
again.

The point at which the public is allowed into the public

review process with CEQA in Mariposa County is really very late in
the game for us to have a meaningful effect in either information
gathering or determining conditions of use and permitting.

I

realize that it would be unworkable to create a format where the

•

general public could participate at such early stages, but there
is an important need to have interested, identified groups
represented at the early parts of the process, including seeping
and evaluating technical information and mitigation measures.

The

present process lends itself to keeping the interested public in
an adversarial position with the lead agency, and we who have
concerns are really not a part of the final actions that the lead
agency eventually approves.

The process, as it stands today,

looks to us very much like a stacked deck, and we ask for your
help.
I don't think that CEQA was meant to be an elite process
in its relationship to the public, but that is the way it works
out in Mariposa County almost all of the time.

What it actually

does is place us, the public, outside of the process and, as I
said, into an adversarial role when what we really want is to lend
our energy and talents and participate and help make the exercise
a more credible one.
We have given much thought to the issues and problems
associated with this new high-tech gold rush and how overwhelmed
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the local systems are in coping with what is essentially a whole
new set of problems.

As I stated earlier, our concerns center

around preserving and strengthening the information gathering
process of CEQA and SMARA and hopefully seeing the implementation
of a uniform environmental review process, permit conditions, and
a fully-indemnified reclamation fund paid wholly by the industry,
not the taxpayer.
Our group has examined the report identifying many of
the important issues and problems, and we realize that our
problems are not unique, and we think that mandated state review
and sign-off on local mining permits and reclamation plans is
really important.

It needs to be done until the local government

has prepared a mining plan and developed element which meets the
established state requirements.

We recognize that tremendous

variation exists from county to county in how the project
approval process is carried out, and until there is a level
playing field, the environmental problems will continue and most
likely increase at a rate comparable to the rate of growth of the
mineral extraction industry.
They will one day be gone, and the environmental
problems, however, will be reckoned in geologic time, and that's
something we're going to have deal with either now or later.
We support full funding to quicken efforts to classify
mineralized zones in the interest of assisting local government in
its efforts to more fully implement their general plans, for
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instance, Title 17 and Title 18, and adoption of mineral elements
where none exist presently.
And finally, I'd like to commend your committee for
coming to grips with this problem and these efforts to create
order out of chaos, and that, after all, what we are faced with is
environmental disasters past and present.

•

There is a complete

lack of consistency in the implementation of environmental review
processes, including permit requirements, mitigation measure
enforcement, implementation fully of AB 3180, which just came on
the line on January first, and insufficient financial guarantees
that reclamation will still occur even if the proponent folds his
tent and leaves, and we need your help.

It's just not working on

the local level right now, and in this particular instance the
state level almost seems local enough.
I'd like to thank you for your time.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you.

Mr. Frizzelle.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

•

Is it your opinion, and maybe

Ms. Simpson also, the fact that if these kinds of, let me say,
permitting and monitoring systems were adequate, that there would
indeed be more general acceptance by local communities of mining
operations?

You think actually that this kind of permitting and

monitoring could result in more, rather than less, mining if the
guarantees and the ongoing reclamation were put in place?
MS. SIMPSON:

For myself, I'm not an anti-mining person.
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I come from a mining family.

But what has been happening in our

community and in others like ours is an almost complete distrust
of the process because there is very little enforcement.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Well, I understand that, and

we're here debating the concept that maybe state policy changes
might alter that and make it more adequate.

I'm concerned that we

should not make decisions for the future based only on the
inadequacies of the past when some of those inadequacies did not
relate only to state but local follow-through and local protection
mechanisms.
So my question relates mostly to, given the concept that
those were better put in place, the permitting and the monitoring
being more adequate and being adequate, and the guarantees and the
trust fund you recommended and all that kind of thing, do you
think local acceptance of mining operations would be anticipated?
MS. SIMPSON:

The ability to be able to trust the

process
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
MS. SIMPSON:

Of course --

Do you want me to say that I can get --

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Of course, not being a great fan

of government in the first place, I recognize the inadequacies of
it.
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
think.

So she's answered the question, I

She says if there were
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
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She says there would be less.

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

-- total confidence in the process,

then there would be a greater acceptance of the results of the
process, which could be the approval of these
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Some people viscerally oppose

anything that has to do with change in the environment, regardless
of whether or not it's protective, and even regardless of whether
or not there's an asset made out of a liability in the
environment, and if we can accomplish those purposes that you
seek, is your opposition still predictable, or would your support
be?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:

She's not one of those persons.

She comes from a mining family, and she not anti-mines.

She

distrusts the process, though.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

We talking about distrust of

government, really, rather than distrust of anything else.
MR. CUNNINGHAM:
that, if I might.

Mr. Frizzelle, I'd like to respond to

I think that the public's perception with

regard to mining is unique compared to its perception of a lot of
other industries, and I think the mining industry has a long way
to go to convince the public that they're not going to do harm to
the environment.

I think that if the mining industry could come

in and actually, really meaningfully, mitigate some of the damages
and offset the impacts that they create, I think that, like any
other industry that comes in, I think they would be seen in a much
more favorable light, and the environmental issues, I think, can
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be taken care of.

I think that one of the problems that we are

dealing with that mitigation measures and reclamation is something
that has never been really dealt with very effectively, and we're
still learning.

We're still in kindergarten on this level.

A lot

of mining companies and local governments are reinventing the
wheel every time they try and put together a reclamation.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I'd like to think that

government can be a kind of mitigator in such a manner that there
is not chronic distrust between business, or industry, mining
included, and growth.

If we can do the job adequately, it seems

to me that we should not have the chronic opposition to business
and growth that we have.
I'm trying to seek the point, the fulcrum, or the point
at which government plays a constructive rather than a destructive
role.

I agree it's been consistently destructive in the past, and

your help might make it such that we could alter the process such
that we would not have chronic ill effects out of business,
growth, and industry.
MR. CUNNINGHAM:

I would like to see the mining industry

be perceived, as a result of their actions, as a full partner in
the community and a welcomed partner, and I think that we're
dealing with is summed up in an old saying, and that is that
''pollution takes the path of least regulation."

And until we're

in a situation where the mining industry knows clearly what's
expected of them and local agencies are able to spell that out and
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enforce it, we're in a nebulous -ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

ning

rators would like to

knew what the law was, but we don't

operate within the law if
have a adequate clear set of s

for corporate entities to comply wi

rds, a clear set of directions,
, and as a result we end up

with noncompliance with enough blame to go around.

•

CHAIRMAN SHER:
improve

That's why we're here.

Maybe we can

law and make it crystal clear what's expected and try

and restore the trust.
I'm going to have to call on Mr. Brown.

I think he's

our next witness.
Thank you for your testimony.

I appreciate your taking

the time to be with us today.
MR. COREY BROWN:
I'm Corey Brown.

Mr. Chairman,

Asse~blyman

Frizzelle,

I am general counsel of the Planning and

Conservation League. I'd also like to thank you for conducting
this hearing.

Surface mining has been an issue that we've been

involved in for a number of years, and we very much agree with
many of the observations that both you and Mr. Frizzelle have

•

made in terms of the need

r very clear standards.

I'll be going

into those a little bit more when I get to recommendations.
We've had a very strong interest in surface mining
legislation and legislative activities over the last few years.
Jn 1985, the Planning and Conservation League called to the
legislature's attention that the Department of Conservation under
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the former director, Don Blubaugh, had essentially abolished the
state's surface mining reclamation program.

That action had been

taken a few months after Ray Hunter, who had been the lobbyist at
the time for the California Mining Association at the January 1984
meeting of the Mines and Geology Board, basically asked the Mines
and Geology Board to repeal the state's mine reclamation
regulations.

He said that if the state doesn't feel comfortable

doing that, the California Mining Association would sponsor
legislation to repeal the laws that provide for the surface mining
laws.
Mr. Blubaugh, over the next several months, basically
gutted the program.

Incidentally, he was a former president of

the California Mining Association, so he did have some concerns in
terms of some of the industry's activities that weakened what was
already by statute a fairly weak program.
In 1986 we worked with the Assembly Subcommittee on
Resources and with the new director, Mr. Ward, to t
additional funding in the area.

We were pleased

to get
th the number

of actions that Mr. Ward did take revitalizing

isory staff.

The counties can request them to review the plans, and
now has some of the expertise that we recommended

t staff

We have been

somewhat frustrated, though, that the Department of Conservation
hasn't been as pro-active since then.

As you know, with Assembly

Bill 747, we had a number of concerns in terms of 747.

One of the

concerns was that the bill did not have adequate enforcement
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provisions, including the abili

the department to issue

the recommendat

I

will get to

organization's resources to insuri

•

rest in the subject

We're ve

been involved in legislat

ef

forward to worki

We
I

11 be one of

ter.
i

PCL has had an

state.

That

were

1 penalt

We've

committed to using our
t

reclamation in the

you on that.

nk it's very clear that SMARA and, unfortunately,

AB 747 aren't working.

Mainly the statistics that Mr. Ward

provided us with today, I

nk, are very indicative.

percent of the known mines in the state

Twenty-five

ther have no reclamation

plans or the department

sn't even know whether they have

reclamation plans.

r

Of

ion plans that the department

has reviewed, they've
with SMARA requirements.

that only 15 percent fully comply
We see

t even where reclamation plans

are adopted there is very little inspection going on, the type of
monitoring that many of the witnesses had talked about before.
The law, as Mr. Frizzel
standards.
I

poi

out before, contains very few

Even when you do have inspections, there aren't clear

enough state standards as to what levels of reclamation we need to
have.

Of the sites, the mines, that have already concluded

operations, where reclamat

should have already occurred, the

Department of Conservation was only able to verify that 11 percent
of those sites had been fully reclaimed.

I think that the

evidence is very strong that the program isn't working and that we
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need to do a lot -- We need to make some significant reforms.
There's also the abandoned mine problem that I think needs more
study and more action.
When AB 747 was going through, we were neutral on the
bill.

One of the assurances that we were given, of the assurances

we were given, we feel very disappointed that they weren't carried
out.

Mr. Don Reining, who is here from the Southern California

Rock Products Association, told me after the hearing of the
Assembly Natural Resources Committee that the industry would take
the necessary steps to ensure that the reclamation plans for the
grandfathered mines would be submitted and the law would be fully
carried out.

Clearly, from the statistics that Mr. Ward provided

us today, that hasn't happened.

Those plans for a number of mines

have not been submitted.
We also, at the Senate Resources Committee, heard the
department commit to Senator McCorquodale, upon questioning, that
the department would take all necessary actions to enforce the
law, and upon a question said that they yes they wou
actions to shut down mines that had not submitt
plans in time.

take

the reclamation

Unfortunately, as the evidence also has indicated,

the department was unable to uncover a single instance in which a
local agency or the state has ever penalized a mine operator for
non-compliance.

We believe that many of the hopes that we had,

both from the industry and the department, in terms of enforcement
haven't been realized.
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In

ing at the proposals, the past laws and a variety

of other possibilities we've seen, we've drawn the following
conclusions, with respect

i

nia's Mine Reclamation

Program.
The first is that the problems are really mostly
structural.

•

SMARA and AB 747 are too weak.

Essentially, there is

a requirement that counties prepare and review and approve
reclamation plans.

If a county feels that they don't have enough

expertise, they can request at their option that the state's group
of experts review those plans and g
technical assistance.

comments.

It's called

Even where those plan comments are

requested, and that's not in all cases, certainly not in the high
percentage of cases, the local agencies are able to completely
ignore the state comments.
Second, we find that most local agencies don't have the
type of expertise and

resources to review plans, as many of

the witnesses have pointed out before.

In 1986 the Department of

Conservation did a survey of local agencies to find out what type

•

of expertise they had.

So in the key areas of expertise we found,

we were alarmed to find, that the local agencies didn't have
hydrology, which is very important in making sure that we're
protecting our ground water and surface water supplies.

More that

half of the local agencies didn't have a hydrologist on staff to
review these plans.

Re-vegetation to make sure that these lands

have the type of plants that you need and the plans are carried
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out properly to re-vegetate:

Again, more than half of the

agencies didn't have re-vegetation expertise.

Engineering

geology, which is very important to prevent earth -- landslides
and things like that:
that type of expertise.
a biologist.

Again, a majority did not appear to have
Almost none of the agencies had

Especially when we get into gravel operations, it is

very important that we have a biologist to make sure that the
state's fisheries are protected.
The third observation we had is that most local programs
were greatly under-funded.

Despite the fact that local agencies

have existing authority to use fees to pay for their programs,
those programs still aren't funded, and most agencies are not
using that fee authority to the level it could be.
Our fourth observation is that inspections are not
occurring, and I think Mr. Ward had some very alarming statistics
on that.
The fifth observation, of course, is that there is
virtually no state or local enforcement.
And our sixth observation, and one of

most difficult

conclusions we had to reach, was that industry and locals, though
there are some very good examples of local governments and
industry that have done very exceptional work, gene

ly we are

not going to have good reclamation unless they are forced to do
it.

And I think that that explains why we've come to the

conclusion that we need some very serious structural reforms with
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law.

the California sur
We're ve

we

t

that our
We

economy needs the

ng

we

reach a balance

make the following recommendat

course, to retain the local land use
1 governments.

lity to decide whether or not a

Secondly, approval
shifted from local respons
Current

reclamation plans should be
li

to becoming a state

, most

resources or the expertis

The city and the county

ir jurisdiction in the first place.

mine should be approved in

many situations these

nd, we'd like to

r committee for

to

must be able to retain their

responsibility.

care of the

r.

s

The first is,
decision making with

t

ls in

environmental concerns.

legislative action in

that we need to

to

rnments don't have the

1
1

review these plans, and in

ns are not given adequate review.

may wish to consider thresholds of size of mines.
wish to consider allowi

•

You may also

a certification process whereby local

programs that have the expertise,
and have demonstrated that

the financial resources,
11 enforce the law, can get

state certification to run

programs.

The third recommendat
with the points that Mr. Frizzel

, and this is very consistent
had mentioned, is that the

state needs to mandate reclamation standards and inspection
requirements.

You

We have minimum s
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requirements for

reclamation and we have minimum numbers of inspections.
Our fourth recommendation is that operators be required
to deposit during the course of the operations enough funds to
ensure that there's a pot of funds that are available to carry out
the reclamation plan.
state.

That should be held in a trust fund by the

There should also be performance bonds in case of breach.

It is very important, especially as Mrs. Simpson had mentioned, to
ensure that the funds are provided and segregated

r reclamation

before the operations cease.
Fifth, is we recommend establishing a special account,
very similar to Assemblywoman Eastin's account that was
established for solid waste landfills that provides a fee
surcharge of the mining operations that go into a pot to deal with
abandoned mines, to deal with reclamation, very acute reclamation
problems, where there aren't sufficient reclamation funds from
other areas.

The fee should be based upon the tonnage of

materials displaced and should be varied depending upon the
environmental impacts of the various st

ning t

ies

used.
We also believe that additional fees
to provide the state with addit

be charged

1 funds to beef up their

program and to provide grants for local programs.

Currently, the

state program is not funded from fees on the mining companies
currently.
Our seventh recommendation is that there be clear
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some

sanctions

they should be

AB 747.

during the discuss
clarified.

we recommended

thi

Existi

are some conflicting

r

, is

to be further clarified

ons and it

can't operate.

that unless you have a reclamation
ci

Secondly, there should be $10,000 a

•

but apparently there

Department of Conservation and

1 penalties the

ies should be able to
iance, fines up to $10,000

assess for mines that aren't in

a day, which is the amount that was recent

enacted in your

legislation, AB 939, that deals with local agencies that out of
compliance

th

ir

id integ

CHAIRMAN SHER:

You

management plans.
his interest.

MR. BROWN: Sure
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Mr. Frizzel

MR. FRIZZELLE:

You are

in operation what actual
can come up

happens is t

th that kind

a great theory, but
rge mining operations
you put small operators

or small competitors out of the

•

i

iness

together.

So you end

up with only the large operators •
I think that as soon as you begin to put those kinds of
structures in place that you are recommending, I mean this last
recommendation, you immediately eliminate some competitors from,
and maybe very legitimate ones, from

operation, and you tend

to restrict the options

local governments as to who it is they

can grant authority to.

Your long range economic effects are not

7-

considered in that kind of a recommendation.
many

There are too

You're buying all kinds of opposition, and I think that

what we have to be careful of is that we do not promote a policy,
a state policy, that ends up playing into the hands of those who
would, in essence, monopolize the field, and so with those kinds
of things in mind, I think the penalty factors and cost of
operating

It sounds good to be punitive when you feel offended,

but still, all the same, we have to think more clearly about the
long range effects.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

You wouldn't object, though, to a

substantial fine for not filing the reclamation plan totally
within the control of the operator, big or small.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Of course not, but that's what

he's talking about.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

There might have to be a sliding scale

of appropriate penalties for different kinds of non-compliance.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
sliding sea

of

s

Well, then there

t are charged to

ght be a

fferent size

operators.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Based on tonnage?

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Based on tonnage, or based on

acreage, or based on a variety of things of different things, and
those kinds of things may be appropriate where everybody plays on
a similar kind of attainable playing field, but this kind of
arbitrary penalty kind of concept is, I think -- It's not
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appropriate.
MR. BROWN:
number of good

nts,

maximum per

I

upon the size

Mr. Fr zz
I

I

do

ree
to

rat

the

and

you've raised a
$10,000 would be a
a sliding scale based
tude of the violation.
to have large

One of the reasons

violations is, in essence, to give equity to the smaller

•

companies.

To the smal

company, a $500 violation or $100

violation per day may be significant.
be enough to ensure that
need to have penalt

The same violation may not

large operator will comply.

that

We also

11 help encourage the large operator

to comply.
MR. FRIZZELLE:
setting standar

Here again we get into the business of

and setti

criteria, and our whole discussion

really is involved in just
which we have never set.

thi

, standards and criteria

We still are allowing a lot of slack in

the line such that local and arbitrary kinds of decisions can be
made, and I think it's

ir to everybody concerned.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

•

MR. BROWN:

Won t you fi

sh you testimony please •

Three final recommendations.

The Department

Conservation and local agencies should

be provided with the authority to issue cease and desist orders to
prevent violations from continuing.
Citizens should be provided the ability to bring
lawsuits to enforce where the agencies aren't acting.
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And non-complying

nes, one additional sanction that

should be considered, that mines

are out of compliance

r a

certain period of time should be required to receive new permits
for their operations.
Finally, our final recommendation, is that the state
does carry out, as you know, the mapping and designation program,
which we think has some value to it.
knowing where the minerals are.

There's a state interest in

We think the major beneficiary of

that program is really the industry that benefits from it.

We

believe that that program should be fee-based on the industry.
The resources that are now going into mapping designation should
be used to beef up the state's reclamation program.
In conclusion, I think the lesson from AB 747 is that
tinkering with the SMARA law is not enough, that we need some
major structural changes.
We look forward to working with you, with the industry,
and with the department over the next year or two to develop some
strong and important changes.
I'll be happy to answer
CHAIRMAN SHER:

questions.

This is not a

tion, it's a comment.

You know, one person s tinkering is another person's
get a law through the legislature and signed

lity to

the Governor

and
MR. BROWN:

I understand.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

The realm in which it's addressed, in
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trying to get

people who are

file the reclamation
window, and the approval

iged under the existing law to

, it certai

in setting the

still is next year by local

governments, and based on what I heard today, I might agree with
you that it maybe hasn't worked to get a lot of them out there
that haven't filed their plans and that have missed the deadlines,
and to the extent there weren't substantial sanctions included for
not filing the reclamat

plans, I would have to agree with you

that the law could have been stronger, but I'm not sure we could
have gotten it through the legislature, and we made a good start,
I think, in AB 747.
Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Frizzelle had suggested that we take a break here.
I'm determined to wrap up this hearing by 1:00, and I want to give
the industry witnesses an opportunity to be heard.

So I'm not

going to take that suggestion, though I think it's a good one.
Anyone who wants to take a break feel free, and we won't be
insulted, but in the meantime I think I want at least half an hour
for our industry witnesses who are Raymond Krauss, George Cope,

•

and Robert Munro.

If they would come forward, we'd like to hear

from them at this point.
Your point?
MR. DON REINING:

My point is Mr. Brown used my name,

and I'd like to rebut the use of my name.
properly.
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It was not used

Well, we'll give you a chance after we

CHAIRMAN SHER:

call our listed witnesses

do just that.

Mr. Krauss.
MR. RAYMOND KRAUSS:

Krauss.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Ray

I'm speaking today on behalf of the California Mining

Association, where I'm chairman of our Permitting and Regulatory
Subcommittee.
Also with me today from CMA and not at the table are two
mine managers from the state who are available to respond to
questions, should you have them.

Mr. Buzz Garret is the general

manager of Royal Mountain King, and Mr. Ben Locari is the resident
manager of the Carson Hill Gold Mine.

They are both here in the

audience and available to respond to questions.
By way of introduction, I'd like to take a moment to
mention my background.

I'm currently environmental manager of

Homestakes McLaughlin Gold Mine, where I am responsible for, among
other things, SMARA compliance.

Prior to working for Homestake, I

worked in local government

a per

my responsibili

ing SMARA on

County.

I

was

was

so involved there in

considered a model management poli
requirement to do so.

rs,

ten

re

f

ng what I th
1

in

re

is

state

In addition I served for a period of time

on the State Mining and Geology Boa

So I think I bring before

the committee the ability to look at these problems not only from
industry's point of view but also from local government's and the
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state's.
try

i

i

of mineral commodities in

$2.8 billion worth

last year whi

most stringent environmental cont

s in

complying with the
country.

It's

important, I think, in context, to recall that we all, our society
in general, depend on the continuing economic production of our
fundamental mineral resources.
California mining industry is renowned worldwide for
complying with the highest standards of protection of the
environment and the reclamation of mined lands.

Even the most

uncompromising environmentalist, I think, can boot up his computer
and fire up gold circuitry, or put on his gold jewelry, secure in
the knowledge that the 729,000 ounces of gold produced in
without sacrifice to

California last year were
environmental quality

I've prepared this in writing, and I will ...
CHAIRMAN SHER:
article about the
MR. KRAUSS:

•

My staff member is about to hand me the

ide spill.
And we'd be happy to talk' about that •

That's a good point, because it does clearly demonstrate that
properly managed cyanide does not propose a threat to the
environment.

In fact, that spill did

result in any damage to

the environment, any killing of any fish, any degradation of water
quality, or any threat to public health.
by the regulatory agencies.
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That was well documented

CHAIRMAN SHER:

I wou

think it would probably be a

good thing to avoid such spills, though.
MR. KRAUSS:

And we make every effort to do so,

absolutely.
I'll jump to the conclusions of my paper and try and
discuss the points that came up in the course of the discussion.
First of all, I think it's important that we look at
SMARA in it's legislative context.

The legislature was very

thoughtful when structuring SMARA in taking cognizance of the
total regulatory structure in California.

It did not attempt to

create a singular bill that regulates mining, but rather to take
into account CEQA it's environmental controls, to take into
account the Port of Cologne Act and its water quality protection,
to take into account the Air Resources Board's authority, and to
recognize the California General Plan Act and the planning and
regulatory authorities that that grants to local government, and
that's an important point to keep in mind when we start comparing
the SMARA to other state programs, because most
states don't
don•t

ivalent to or as

a

a Port

instead of simply

f

e other
ive as CEQA or

Act that regulates discharges
schar

CHAIRMAN SHER:

land

to water.
Why don't we just br

there.

Do you

think it would be wise to require that there be an EIR for every
mining project and not permit negative declarat
MR. KRAUSS:

I

nk CEQA very clearly sets forth the
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standards for

potential impacts that

inguishing

rd

warrant an EIR
today that put in

t

earlier

CEQA and its

t

implementation
CHAIRMAN SilER:

that

I

point was that he had

the underlying

rience with a negative declaration, and

that's why he thought that CEQA wasn t --

•

MR. KRAUSS:
provides recourse

But I
that.

nk that unusual, and the law
Certainly, ultimately, somebody is

going to be dissatisfied, and that's why we have courts.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

We did pass a law last year to mandate

an environmental impact report and permit a negative declaration
for, for example, a tire burning facili

or certain kinds of

operations that some people would suggest are inherently -- have a
potenti

for having adverse impact on

perhaps the negative

environment, and

laration shouldn't be permitted.

You're

not ready to say that that's true of all mining.
MR. KRAUSS:

No.

I think mining needs to be evaluated

like any other development project on a site specific basis •

•

Scalping at a gravel bar on an intermittent basis within certain
limits may have absolutely no impact, and that operates in many
rural counties now in manner that is no detriment to the
environment.

A small barrow pit that exceeds the SMARA threshold

of 1,000 cubic yards, which is really inconsequential volume when
you go to put gravel on your driveway, can be seen with certainty

-9

in some cases.

There may even be categorical exemptions that are

appropriate for some ve
CHAIRMAN SHER:

small mining ope

ions.

Let me interrupt.

I want you to finish

your comments, because I have a couple of questions about your
membership and its compliance with the reclamation filing.
MR. KRAUSS:

Good.

Let me just continue then.

Again, we need to take account of the context of SMARA
along with its companion laws that effect, we believe, very
stringent regulation to mining.

California Mining Association

supports and will continue to support local control of land use
and local control of regulation in the mined lands reclamation.
We believe that there was, again, a great deal of consideration
given to that issue by the legislature when SMARA was adopted.
California is unlike other states in the diversity of
environment, diversity of mineral commodities, the diversity of
social and political contexts, and I think it is, in fact, useful
that these decisions be made at
te this range

level in order to

it ions.

The legislature was careful

assure

t the Sur

Mining and Reclamation Act avoids duplicative, centraliz
regulatory power far from the point of regulatory concern
I think, again, a meaningful evaluation

the status of

reclamation and the regulation of the mining industry in
Califor

must, in fact, consider the implementat

these laws along with SMARA.
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of all of

In our view,

in

ing and discussing these items
tting of recent mines

with my membership, if we
and significant mines

of all

the

their permitting

requirements, that is, mines proposed and permitted since the
adoption of the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act, since the
adoption

•

CEQA, subject to the Port of Cologne Subchapter 15,

Article 7

rements, subject to current general plan and local

land use regulatory requirements, you really have some excellent
examples of good quality environmental protection and good quality
reclamation.

We have, in fact, had discussions with Mr. Ward and

his staff with regard to CMA proposals that would accomplish that.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

The appropriate penalties up to $10,000

a day if
MR. KRAUSS:

$10,000 per sheet of paper, right.

But just to illustrate our confusion with regard to
these numbers and our uncertainty with regard to the confidence
that we mi

place in those conclusions, when we first met with

the department to discuss this matter we were told that the MOSS
list had on it 1,700 active mines, 500 of which lacked reclamation
plans.

This was in August, mid-August.

Last Monday we received a

list from the Division of Mines and Geology that suggested that
somehow 700 active mines had disappeared, and we now had 1,000
active mines.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Those are all those abandoned mines that

haven't been reclaimed.
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MR. KRAUSS:

96 of which did

CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. KRAUSS:

have reclamation plans.

the figures are jumping around.

Today we rece

informat

that, yeah,

we've got 1,000 active mines, but all of a sudden 256, rather than
96, lack reclamation plans.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. KRAUSS:

Do you know about your own membership?

We do •

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Do they -- Are there any of your members

who haven't filed?
MR. KRAUSS:

We have some reclamation plans pending.

I'm not aware of any that have not complied.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Pending.

That means they haven't been

approved yet, but they've actually been filed.

They've met the

March '88 deadline?
MR. KRAUSS:

They may have filed after Mar

, but they

are, in fact, pending at this time.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

So you don't know of any

who don't at least have pendi

your members

,

approved?
MR. KRAUSS:

That's

CHAIRMAN SHER:

unders

I assume

r

ng.
ne has appr

reclamation, that big one; right?
MR. KRAUSS:

There are

ten regulatory pr

ities in a

local government that supersede the immediate approval of a plan.
I know of one example in Santa Cruz County where there is an
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environmental study, an environmental study of endangered species,
going on in beach areas that
they

11 cons

must be completed before

approval

a reclamation plan.

I know

other circumstances where counties are adopting their mineral
management policies, and they have opted to not pursue approval of
reclamation plans until the mineral management policies are in
place •

•

CHAIRMAN SBER:

So

told the operators not to submit

the plan?
MR. KRAUSS:

They've accepted the plans, but they are

not proceeding to approve them, and they may not, in fact, be
approved by the

deadline, and that presents a problem.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Does

ongoing program encouraging
MR. KRAUSS:

r association have an active
r membership to submit these plans?

We do, in

, and in the last year not

only that, we instituted an active program to recognize and
encourage excellence in reclamation, and we will be issuing annual
awards for outstanding examples of reclamation implemented in the
state .

•

CHAIRMAN SHER:

As long as we have embarked upon this

question, let me ask you, to get your comments on some of the
earlier testimony, about the need for a trust fund and/or
performance bonds to ensure that once the operation ceases, there
will be the money there to carry out an approved reclamation plan.
Would you resist that?
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MR. KRAUSS:
SMARA

I was going to come back around to that.

does enable the financial surety necessary to

ran tee

completion of reclamation
CHAIRMAN SHER:

If it's proposed as a condition by the

local government; is that right?
MR. KRAUSS:

There are a variety of mechanisms.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

But if there is a state interest -- If

there's a state interest in seeing that these mines, when they are
abandoned or when they terminate, are reclaimed over and above the
county interest, would you or your association object to the
proposal to ensure that the money is going to be there by having
it accumulate as the mining operates?
Absolutely.

MR. KRAUSS:

variety of --

I

reclamation.

There are a varie

Yeah.

I think there are a

would object to a singular mechanism to guarantee
of financial me

assure and guarantee reclamation.

nisms that can

In the case of our

ne, the

McLaughlin Mine, we maintained a letter of credit that 1 s payable
to a trust

.

CHAIRMAN

was a

agencies and regulatory
th 3

pe

t?

1 that we made to the lead

MR. KRAUSS:

case we worked

it ion

that they accepted,
ies and the Bureau of

in our
Management.

Included in the trustees of the letter of credit is the Regional
Water Quality Board.

Our failure to renew that in the course of a

year causes it to pay down to that trust in that amount in every
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year.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
terms,
permit

state

mandated, in general

, as part of the permit approval or even renewal of a
they are renewed -- that there must be a condition to

ensure that the financ

ability

do the reclamation -- that

there be an estimated amount of how much it would cost to do it

•

and that the assurance provided that amount in one fashion or
another without telling the local government how to do it.

Would

that be something you could support?
MR. KRAUSS:
flexibility with regard
that assurance.

Certainly, as long a there was adequate
financial tool used to accomplish

We have no problem with doing that, and I would

be hard-pressed to identify a member that doesn't already do that.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Well, just a second here.

As

soon as you mandate insurance, you mandate almost any kind of
premium insurance companies want to charge for it.
important to recognize the viability

I think it's

the trust fund concept

independent -MR. KRAUSS:

I wasn't suggesting mandating insurance.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
MR. KRAUSS:

Yeah.

Okay.

Just in general terms, mandating financial

ability
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

The trust fund has some assets

to it, in that when you put money into it guaranteeing your
performance at the end of the point in time, it can bear interest
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even.

that point in time, you get those funds

At the end

They re on deposit, so to speak.

returned to

In insurance,

it's lost.
MR. KRAUSS:

That's corr

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Anything you put in, and I think

it's a much more credible alternative than insurance would
mandate.
MR. KRAUSS:

And I might add, sir, that there, in fact,

examples of mines that assure their reclamation using that
mechanism.

Knowing they have an accrual fund, they deposit to

that fund on an annual basis those moneys necessa
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

to --

I would always urge that we keep

it flexible, on a circumstantial basis.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Right.

But t

point I'm

i

is

and if you look at the appendix attached to the staff report
comparing California to all the other western states, apparently
we're the only state that doesn't have any r
local governments

li

, as a

irement, although

rt of

ition of

the permit, to impose them.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
other states have other conditions
procedures, and

But as Mr. Krauss
surround

't have the same kind

nts out,
ir permitting

safeguards we

already have in place, redundantly so I think.
CHAIRMAN SBER:

Not the reclamation.

I mean reclamation

as a unique, separate issue, and the question that was addressed
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by earlier

walk away from these

tnesses is

operations, and i

, I guess a

Pacifica that we heard

example was this quarry in

earlier.

ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
to me how much of that quar

that, it's not clear

Speaking

precedes SMARA's effectiveness and

how -- She said it dated back to

07.

They must have moved

something out of there between 1907 and 1976.
MRo KRAUSS:

It's true, but they have now ceased

operations, and there are no reclamation -ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

But there's a legal obligation

to reclaim that disturbance subsequent to 1976.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Well, they were operating until, I think

she said, until just a year ago.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

Correct.

They are not free of

an obligation to reclaim it, but it s not a clear-cut example of
dereliction of duty.
Let me continue, if I might real quickly, with my
comments on the MOSS list because that seems to be really central
to some of the conclusions and some of the recommendations that
I

other witnesses have offered.

In my own case, I reviewed the list

I received in August for Sonoma County, since I had personal
familiarity there, and at that time the list included 12 active
mines in Sonoma County, indicating their status was

11

no approved

reclamation plan, 11 where I knew, in fact, because I had first
hand-processed those reclamation plan approvals that they did

-10

hold.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Your posit

in Sonoma County was what

again?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I was Senior Environmental

Planner in the Planning Department.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

And you knew all the mines, active and

inactive?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

And I inspected them several

times a year each.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

You were confident you were aware of all

of them; right?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
CHAIRMAN SHER:

I knew how to find them.

And you were muscling them to get their

reclamation plans in; right?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

They,

I

think, performed very

well.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Would you say that all

nes in Sonoma

County are in compliance with SMARA?
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:
years, so I m not sure I can

I haven 1 t
, but when I

re for 10
t there they

were in compliance.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. KRAUSS:
It 1 s our view

I thought you would say that.

If I could move on, then.
the MOSS list is not yet sufficiently

accurate to provide the confident basis for developing
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recommendat

for

On the other

,

the implementation of SMARA.
to

sms that would assure that the

Conservation innovat
state and local lead
inventory

Department of

ies share a common comprehensive

the state's act

mines and accurate records of

their status.
California Mining Association also shares the
inspection and enforcement of

department•s perception that
reclamation acti

ties is not always evenly accomplished

throughout the state.

We are discussing with the department

mechanisms, including financial incentives, to improve this
situation.

California Mining Associat

and effect

implementation of

Act, as care

lly structur

will continue to cooperate
perfect the MOSS list a
with

•

Surface Mining and Reclamation
adopted by the legislature.

th the Department

We

Conservation to

to identify and resolve any problems

implementation of SMARA.

problems that we've

does support the strong

I think that some of the same

ified in the MOSS list are amplified when

the department goes out, based on the MOSS list, to identify
reclamation success.
Again, I haven't had the opportunity to review the
department's survey in total, but we were asked at the time it was
partial to complete to take a look at some of the data included in
sites that they visited and indicated in the MOSS list, and among
those that should have been reclaimed were two sites that I can
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think of where I had personal experience, one in
where the department's comment was

County,

God, it's un-reclaimed.

There's this huge pile of gravel on the site."

Well, in fact,

it's not an abandoned site.

The MOSS list is inaccurate.

It's an

intermittently active site.

It's an in-stream extraction, for

periodically they move -CHAIRMAN SHER:

Then I would suggest that we need to

better define "abandoned site."
MR. KRAUSS:

I

CHAIRMAN SHER:

think we need to better -You would support an attempt to do that

by way of legislation, wouldn't you?
MR. KRAUSS:

I

CHAIRMAN SHER:

think we need a better MOSS list.
Well, but I mean, what -- the MOSS list

depends on what's an abandoned site, and if it's not
is, it's going to be hard to

epare, and they're

ear what it
i

to have

disagreement, but if we have clear standards, there will be less
disagreement.
MR. KRAUSS:

I

to tell

thi
whe

an

ra

r or not

r is perfect
int

to continue to

mine the site.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Let me

this

t

You saw

the slide show?
MR. KRAUSS:

Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

You saw some

those sites

abandoned equipment that have become dumping grounds.
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th
Those

sites, wouldn't you agree, need attention?
MR. KRAUSS:

If, in fact, they are abandoned, they

should be cleaned up and reclaimed in accordance with the law.
I'm not sure that the sites that were represented as abandoned
were not simply idle.
ASSEMBLYMAN FRIZZELLE:

I

would like to say, Mr.

Chairman, that's not wholly-- that some of the standards that the
slide show seemed to indicate are out of context as well.

Some of

them had been approved by the department itself and are still in
that condition, and there are some people here who can testify to
that.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

All I'm suggesting is, some of those

sites where there was equipment and where dumping obviously was
taking place, seems to me that that requires attention in terms of
at what point, irrespective of what's in the mine, of the head, of
the owner of that site about their intentions for the future.

You

can't let it stay that way forever and attract dumping and other
unsafe and unhealthy activity.

•

So we need to do a better job in

the law of saying at what point it is that the reclamation must
start.
MR. KRAUSS:

Some reasonable definition of

"abandonment."
CHAIRMAN SHER:

I'm not trying to say what it should be,

but we have got a problem there, and I think we need to address
it.
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MR. KRAUSS:

We have a condition in our permits at

McLaughlin that says, should we cease operation for an excess of 5
years, it constitutes abandoned.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Right, but see, again, that's by --

according to the local permit.

That was left determined, and

maybe there ought to be some uniform standards in the state law
because counties are going to look at that differently.
MR. KRAUSS:

There is quite a range of variability in a

small ranch quarry that operates periodically or an in-stream
extraction that can only be extracted after heavy winter.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. KRAUSS:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. KRAUSS:

They need to be flexible in doing this.
Yes.

We encourage flexibility.

All right.

Let me just offer one other example of

things that perhaps were not in the slides today but where I was
shown pictures.

Another site in Yolo County was shown as a site

that had not been adequately reclaimed.

Upon investigation I

determined that it was, in fact, reclaimed and was so certified by
the county.

It was a gravel extraction site.

The site has been

re-graded and properly drained, the top soil returned to the site,
the site turned back over to the farmer.
leave it fallow.

The farmer chose to

So when the investigator went out and took a

picture of the site, they saw a bunch of noxious weeds and decided
it was un-reclaimed, when, in fact, had the farmer run a plow over
it and planted some wheat or some corn or some tomatoes, it would
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have not been un-reclaimed, so there can be some confusion in this
data, and I don't think we're at a point where we can make
definitive conclusions with regard to the status of the
effectiveness of the information on the implementation of SMARA
without improving the MOSS list and taking yet another look at
what's going on on the ground.

•

CHAIRMAN SHER:

You want still another study; is that

right?
MR. KRAUSS:

I'm not asking for another study.

like an accurate list.

I would

I think that's a common point.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Well, obviously, we all want an accurate

list, but I think we've all agreed that there are some things
inherent in the system that make it hard to prepare the list
because of the fuzziness of these definitions, and we can improve
that, I think.
MR. KRAUSS:

I'm sure there is room for improvement, and

we don't disagree with that, and we intend to continue to
cooperate with the department in discovering that.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
I

MR. KRAUSS:

No.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you.

Have you finished?

I have not.
Okay.

You're eating into your

colleague's time.
MR. KRAUSS:

Well, I'll be real quick, then.

You asked a number of questions in your invitation to
appear.

I think effectiveness of classification and designation
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of minerals has been excellent.

Some of the other witnesses will

attest to that, but in the urban areas where aggregate resources
are a critical aspect of our ability to provide housing and
transportation, those areas have been classified and designated,
and the local agencies largely have been responsive to that.

When

we talk about another 20 years to complete that process, that may
not include areas of critical concern.

So I think classification,

in our view, has been very, very effective.
If I could just make another couple of comments based on
other testimony from my notes here, real quickly.

There's

discussion about the ability of local agencies to incorporate into
their general plans mineral management policies, and I think there
was the implication in the department's testimony that the
counties were delinquent in that regard.

We undertook a phone

survey of those lead agencies listed as delinquent and asked them
what the status of their mineral management policies were, and in
most of those cases, they're incorporating the mineral management
policies into their general plan as their general plan is revised.
They've made the decision that it's not a high enough priority to
make a separate general plan amendment process particular to
mining policies, and that's not an unreasonable expectation.
Now, I think if we expect instant response to some of
these things -- Sonoma County just spent 5 years in its update of
its general plan involving all of the public committees and the
public testimony and the public participation.
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So to expect

within 6 months or a year for mineral management policies to
appear, this is really to not understand the nature of the local
planning process.
There was a number of comments with regard to lack of
funding at the local level, mechanisms out there for the counties
to charge fees.

I pay Yolo County $16,500 every year for them to

inspect and monitor and review the reports of our monitoring of
McLaughlin Mines.

Similarly, Napa County and Lake County collect

appropriate fees.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. KRAUSS:

We welcome appropriate fees.

I welcome appropriate fees, but the

mechanism is there.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

When we put the screws on local

government to do their job, then they're going to go out and
charge the fees that they want to do it.

We haven't been strong

enough in muscling local government to do it.
MR. KRAUSS:
expertise is there.

Well, again, the mechanism is there.

It may not be in the planning department, but

it may be in the private sector •.
I

The

I think we would resist the

suggestion of the Sierra Club to create some great bureaucracy
here in Sacramento that would run around offering expertise to the
counties.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. KRAUSS:

Well, you pay for it.

Well, sure.

The counties can easily

require the operator to pay the cost of hiring a local civil
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engineer or a local reclamation planner, someone who's familiar
with the particular site and the rainfall and the hydrology and
the soils of that area, to provide expertise in reviewing their
site.
At McLaughlin, we acquired the services of a local
reclamation specialist who prepares a compliance report on an
annual basis, and that's submitted to the counties, and the
counties then come out and tour the site with their specialists
and assure themselves that reclamation is proceeding according to
plan, but, again, the mechanism is there to accomplish that.
Just another couple of comments.

With regard to Paula

Carrell's testimony, she made a number of indications that it is
her understanding that performance standards were lacking for such
things as water quality and leaching and monitoring and monitoring
wells and closure of mine waste units, and I think the Port of
Cologne Act, in Article Seven, Chapter
particular about those requirements.

Subchapter 15, is very
The State Water Resources

Control Board staff is now working in cooperation with the CMA in
proposing revisions to those requirements.

So, again, we can't

look at SMARA out of context of the rest of the regulatory system,
and I think that, in response to your interest in particular
standards, there are a lot of particular standards there.

There

may not be particular standards in SMARA and, given the diversity
of reclamation circumstances, maybe that's appropriate, but when
it comes to water quality or protecting fish and wildlife, it
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~akes

dealing with those things, and CEQA gives us the authority

to do it, and state law sets those standards.

Air quality and

water quality, particularly, are very clear.
So, with those comments, I would welcome any further
questions.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
questions, Mr. Krauss.

Well, we won't ask any further
You've done a heck of a job from the

industry point of view, and I wonder if Mr. Cope and Mr. Munro
feel that you've adequately covered it.
We certainly would invite you to supplement it briefly
if you would.
MR. GEORGE COPE:

Okay.

I will try to contain my comments.

I concur with all,

or most, or what Mr. Krauss has just said.
My name is George Cope, representing the Aggregate
Producers Association of Northern California.

I also chair a

group called MAC, Mining Associations Coalition.

CMA, APA,

Central Valley Rock and Gravel Association, the San Diego County
Rock Producers Association, including the Southern California Rock
Products Association, are also represented within MAC.

We thank

you for the invitation today.
In your letter of invitation to us, you asked us to
comment on our views as to how the citing and regulation of mining
operations is taking place in California.

We believe the siting

of new mining operations, at least in Northern California,
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continues to occur but is increasingly more difficult in counties
that have strong mineral resources and conservation policies like
Sacramento or Alameda County.
government is not a problem.

Permitting of reclamations by local
Counties with weak or unclear

mineral resources policies provide a permit process that sometimes
is lengthy, costly, and with uncertain results.
Construction aggregates are a very low-cost commodity,
and I won't go into my spiel about how far we have to transport
them and how heavy they are, but suffice it to say that we are a
different industry than the gold mining industry.

Our product is

about $5 a ton, compared to what the price of gold is, so there
are very big differences within our own industry.
We would like to concur with points already made about
lead agencies having the ability already to incur fees upon us for
local inspections.

We pay substantial fees every year.

We continue to support local regulation of mining
because it recognizes the state's diverse political environmental
settings where mining occurs and is responsive to local needs.
AB 747 passed in '87, I believe.

Industry supports it.

We're aware of several instances where-- Well, there's currently,
I believe, 162 pending reclamation plans.
approved by the July 1, 1990, deadline.

We hope they'll all be
I strongly suspect there

will not be a number of those approved by 1990 for a variety of
reasons.

My Krauss alluded to one.

For example, in the City of

Marina on the coast in Monterey, the company on the beach there
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submitted reclamat

plans well over 3 years ago, pre-AB 747.

This city wants to complete a habi

conservation program and

plan and has been going through this process for that time.
They've told the mine operator, "Don't expect to get your plan
approved until we're done with our plan."
Catch-22.

That puts us in a

My recommendation to them from the association's

standpoint is, "You're going to have to appeal to the State Mining
Board."

That takes it out of the local's hands.

a particular problem with the lead agency.
work with them.

It also gives us

We've been trying to

We've been trying to be good industry actors, and

yet we're going to tie the local's hands if we take the
reclamation plan out of their hands and appeal it to the state
board.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

That would be something, if we do have

legislation next year to deal with some of the problems that have
been mentioned today, that we could address this one as well.
MR. COPE:

Sure.

CHAIRMAN SHER:

Where the plan has been submitted and

the local government wants, for valid reasons which could be

•

enumerated, to extend the deadline for action on the mine.
MR. COPE:

I think we welcome that type of legislation.

One other brief comment on something we're dealing with
in counties that are slow in processing permits for whatever
reasons.

I'll use Santa Cruz County as an example of a county

that processes their reclamation plans sequentially, so if one is
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~elayed

all are delayed.

Recently, because of the earthquake, the

County of Santa Cruz has dropped

1 processing of reclamation

plans to attend to the most appropriate function of getting that
county help.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

But doesn't that weaken your support of

local control's permitting process?
MR. COPE:

No, sir.

We've still got the plans pending.

We know what we want to do, and we're proceeding ahead with that.
The committee's focus today is also on SMARA's mineral resources
classification and designation process and its impact on local
general plans and land-use discussions, and our opinion is that it
works and it should be continued with the full support of the
legislature.
Since you've already heard about the $2.8 billion value
of the mineral industry in California, in 1976, when SMARA was
passed, our industry was worth approximately $1.4 billion to
California.

So we have grown.

We've doubled.

In the same period

time, California's population has gone from 19 million people
to nearly 29 million, and SMARA's mineral resource
program has kept up with the classification

and the State Mining

Board has also continued its pace and designation.
pleased with this.

sification

we're

We do believe that within the current budget

constraints we're going to see that program degraded, and we would
support some kind of an index to the SMARA cap to continue that
program, as well as in the reaffirmation area.
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CHAIRMAN SBER:

Would you support some kind of fees on

the industry to help provide
MR. COPE:

state personnel to --

I think the case can be made that the

classification of minerals for identifying these minerals for the
future has benefited the whole state, not just the industry, and I
also have some of my members privately say, "The state hasn't told
us anything that we don't already know in the classification
department."
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Usually, we would pass it on to the

consumer, and so it's for the benefit of those consumers to have
these materials available.

So if,

th the budget crunch -- if

it's not possible to do it without fees, is that something that
we've already looked at?
MR. COPE:
fees within MAC.

We've begun discussing the concept of user

We don't have consigns there yet, but I'll tell

you, there's some support for user fees on the petition process,
when you've got an area identified that is not currently
classified for mining, it's possibly in an urban area, it's
endangered with encroachment of housing or whatever.

We would

support user fees for that type of process, or at least APA would,
paid for by the mining operator if he so desires his land to be
classified, and hopefully followed by designation.

We point out

that the classification program over the last --Since 19 --I'm
not sure when it began -- 1978.

There's been over 6,000 billion

tons of construction additives classified and designated,
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~roviding

a 44 year supply for 23 million Californians.

So that's

significant, and the program works.
The last thing we were asked

comment upon

re today,

California's mine laws compared with other western states, and I'm
not an expert on other western states, but I do meet once or twice
a year with my peers in other states that run mining associations.
California, I'll tell you, is viewed a state that has -- is on the
forefront of environmental protection, or recognizing mineral
importance, and California is on the leading edge.
we don't have a way to go.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

I'm not saying

There are ways -They would like to be operating here

under our laws instead of under the more restrictive ones they
operate under?
MR. COPE:

No.

I don't think so.

No, not at all.

I think there is evidence that --We're
suggesting you can get results on local implementation of SMARA
and the inconsistencies can be solved using existi
remedies and a greater cooperat
local

rnment.

We've alr

on

legal

part

begun

ri

state

th

e

with the department.
We may want

require annual inspect

instead of

periodic inspections as mandated in SMARA.
We have supported the department and have assisted the
department in updating the moss list.
of the efforts there.
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Mr. Krauss alluded to some

We've attempted to contact
that the state was not able to

500 or so operations

its hands on, and we've made

considerable progress in a very short period of time.
is becoming more accurate.

That list

It's not accurate at this time.

It's

very important for us to have an accurate database.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. COPE:

That sounds like a good place to stop.

I think so, and we would just extend an

invitation to you and your committee to go out in the field and to
show you some reclamation, show you what's going on.
CHAIRMAN SHER:
back.

Maybe we can arrange that after we come

Thank you.
Mr. Munro, can you help me keep my pledge to end the

hearing by 1:00?
MR. ROBERT MUNRO:

Since my watch says six minutes after

one, I don't think I can make it.
Mr. Sher and members of the committee, my name is Robert
Munro, and as you know, I am appearing here today as Chairman of
the Governmental Affairs Committee of the Southern California Rock
Products Association •

•

I can only speak from first-hand knowledge of the
situation in Southern California, which as you know includes over
half the population of the state and does include San Bernardino
County, which produces the largest dollar value of minerals from
any part of the state.
I think the fact that I've got two numbers, one says all
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of those local agencies having active mines have ordinances which
have been certified by the Division

Mines and Geology, and

another set, which I heard for the first time today, which says
there is one exception to that, but

I

think that's still pretty

strong evidence that, given clear direction from the state, lead
agencies as you can see, not only are willing but able to do their
jobs.

So

I

think that that has something to say.

There have been permits issued under the authority of
these ordinances in a number of agencies, and by that

mean new

I

operating permits, so it is not a dormant dead issue.

It does

work.
In the urban areas, reclamation plans very often
emphasize continuing industrial or other urban uses.

Many of the

environmentalists like to think that the only valid reclamation
plan is reforestation or creating a park.

It may

desir

in

some areas, but certainly in the urban areas more intensive use is
more consistent with the surrounding uses and makes better sense.
I think your committee has hea
but I'd like to emphasize it, that our
reclamation plans are under
starti

t

today,

rations

jurisdict

with the Federal Corps of Engineers in

ou
agencies,
instances

through the State Department of Fish and Game, the local -- not
the local but the state level agencies operating on a local basis,
the Regional Air Quality Control Boards, the air quali
management districts, down to the local land use and zoning and
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department of health requirements.
specif

permi

Each of these agencies issues

for our operations independent of the land use

permits, and each of

permits is independently enforced.

We

do get inspected, at least in our personal experience we get
inspected very frequently by many agencies, and believe me, the
Department of Fish and Game inspectors car

guns.

We pay

attention •

•

I think the law is clear.

I think in evaluating the

effective SMARA, it is important to separate those activities
which were completed before SMARA was enacted from those which
were completed or have been completed or are in process following
the enactment of SMARA.
Wild example:

Melankoff's Diggings was completed many

years before SMARA was thought

, and it is not considered an

unreclaimed mine but a tourist attraction.

So I mean one man's

reclamation may be somebody else's desire.
Speaking from conditions -- Speaking from experience,
the conditions are enforced, believe me.

Anybody who's been

through a permit process with the various public hearings knows
that all of the various agencies within the lead agency or the
various sub-agencies have been sensitized to the problems, and
they do follow through.
I am a little bit confused as to what constitutes a
penalty under non-compliance.

In one specific instance, which I

personally am familiar because I had to appear at the hearing, we
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were accused, probably rightfully, of noncompliance because of a
mistake on the part of one of our consultants.
through a permit revocation hearing.

We had

We ended up wi

go
, I believe

it was seven additional requirements, including additional areas
to be re-vegetated, a much more intensive re-vegetation program.
Two, there was no specific fine paid to any agency, but I can
assure you we paid plenty to attorneys and consultants to comply
with that hearing.

To me that's a penalty.

CHAIRMAN SHER:
MR. MUNRO:

The consultant has a lot to answer for.

He did.

As a matter of fact, he didn't get

paid for the rest of it.
We feel it is premature to judge compliance with AB 747,
those provisions.

I don't happen to have specific numbers, as

some of the others have, but I know there are a number of
reclamation plans which have been filed in Southern California,
for which approval has not yet been received.
process is ongoing.

I know that the

In our particular instance, my own company,

ours have been approved, so we're not on that
The mineral resource classificat

lemma right now.
desi

ion

process, I think, is less accepted by the local agencies,
or less consistently acted upon.
be worth listening to.

I think one set of examples may

The first designation was made within the

City of Los Angeles ten years ago.

The city has some active

mines, so their mining ordinance has been certified

the

mining and geology board, but as of yet there has been no action
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to include a mineral policy in their general plan, and there has
been no action to recognize the

ion in their plans.

the other hand, San Bernardino County has

recognize~

On

the mineral

values and has taken strong steps to accomplish this.
Simply, my purpose is to point out that here are two
agencies with sophisticated staffs who have acted totally
differently.

I think it is in this area where we need the most

help from the state.
Only a couple of our members operate in other states,
but I personally was privileged to serve on a subcommittee, the
Cosmore Committee, which was established

the National Academy

of Sciences in 1978, to study where there was a need for federal
regulation on non-coal mining.

Fortunately, we came up with a

recommendation that there was no federal regulation necessary.
The reason was that there is adequate regulation at most state
levels.

Clearly California was the leader then, and it is a fact

the regulation in California has gotten much more stringent.
Frankly, we don't know of any abandoned mines in the
urban areas.

We know of many that have been so reclaimed that the

majority of people no longer think of those as mines but simply
another development in the area.
I have to agree with you there.

"Abandoned" needs to be defined.
My definition of "abandoned" is

that you leave the property in its present condition with the
intent to never return.

If a property remains adequately fenced

with proper signs saying this is a mine, no trespassing, here's
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the owner's name, even though it may not be active at the time,
that is not an abandoned mine in my judgment.
We'll talk about that as we try to craft

CHAIRMAN SHER:

MR. MUNRO:

I appreciate that, but we do need some

definition.
In summary,

I

feel that at least in the urban areas that

miners have submitted the reclamation plans.

If there should be

delays, unwarranted delays, in getting them approved for whatever
reasons, be it local priorities or be it simple unwillingness on
the part of the lead agencies,

I

don't feel it's appropriate to

penalize the operator.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

Thank you for your testimony.

Now I

promised this gentleman I'd give him 30 seconds to clear his good
name.
MR. DON REINING:

My name is Don Reining.

of Southern California Rock Products Association.
supported from the very beginning SMARA
program.

When your bill was passed and

I'm president
I

have

rec
i

was still wet, my

members were encouraged to comply with 747.
We have programs that I'd love to show your committee of
reclamation.

Mr. Brown said that I have not encouraged or

supported reclamation, and I would accept an apology.
CHAIRMAN SHER:

We have on our agenda an invitation to

others who wish to be witnesses.
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I assume nobody is here in that

category.
My wife is waiting on me out on a street corner
somewhere, so I think that
We've had a very good hearing.
taking the time to be here.
area for the state.

I appreciate all of you

Clearly this is an important policy

We've learned a lot today, and it will help

us in our work on the committee.
Thank you all for being here .

•
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